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Nuclear Safeguards Research and Development

NEUTRON INTERROGATION AND NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY

OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS

Delayed Neutron Assay of Uranium- Aluminide;

Measurement of a Complete Receiver Inventory

J. H. Menzel and R. H. Augustson

The LASL Nuclear Assay Research Group

•was recently requested by Idaho Nuclear Corpora-

tion (INC) to provide receiver inventory measure-

ments on 320 kg of highly-enriched uranium (93%

U-235) contained in 90 cans of UA1X powder re -

ceived from the National Lead Company of Albany,

New York (NLCo) under closeout of subcontract

C-285. The desired accuracy on the nondestruc-

tive assay of the entire inventory was 1-2% with a

negligible bias. In addition, it was necessary to

complete the entire assay task, including material

transfers to and from LAST,-, within ~ four weeks.

Uranium-aluminide is a finely ground and

homogenized alloy of 69. 0 ± 3. 0 wt.% uranium metal

plus Type 1060 aluminum alloy plus trace impuri-

ties. The isotopic composition of the uranium

is (93. 0 ± 1.0) % U-235, (6. 0 ± 1.0) % U-238, (0.3 ±

0. 2) % U-236, and (0. 6 ± 0. 2) % U-234. The fact that

the material is an alloy (mostly UA1,) and inhomog-

enized powder form should eliminate the usual samp-
(1 ?)pling problems * involvedindestructive analysis.

However, since each of the 54 steel cans and

36 polyethylene bottles containing the UAix was

sealed in an argon atmosphere inside an outer steel

can, the customary sampling/chemical assay pro-

cedure onthe entirs inventory would have been very

costly and time consuming. Thus, nondestructive

assay of each one of the doubly-sealed containers

served to provide a rapid and highly effective means

of receiver inventory verification on the complete

SS material shipment.

The logistics involved in the transfer and

storage of the 90 uranium-aluminide cans did not

present any problems. The material was divided

into three shipments because of the limited number

of available Y-12 Model FD shipping containers.

Group A-3, LASL, handled the SS-material trans-

fer, vault storage and local transportation Se-

curity and criticality procedures dictated by the

high economic and strategic value of this material

and the high uranium content (•»• 2 kg) per container

were initiated by Group A-1 prior to nondestructive

assay.

All samples were assayed by the standard

neutron interrogation—delayed neutron detection

J. H. Menzel, A. C. Dumrose (CMB-8), and
R. H. Augustson, "Investigation of Sampling/
Chemical Assay Using Nondestructive Assay
Techniques", this report.

R. H. Augustson and T. D. Reilly, "Confirma-
tion of Shipper-Receiver Difference in Rover
Scrap Shipment", this report.



{3)technique; the simple interrogation and assay

setup used is shown in Fig. 1. An individual non-

destructive assay measurement on a can required

only 3 min per can; inthe case of the third and last

shipment (28 cans) the entire assay was completed

in one day, literally on a "while you wait" basis,

i. e . , the vandriver arrived on September 23, 1970

and departed later the same da% with the entire load

of UA1X cans assayed nondestructively. Since INC

was scheduled to perform comprehensive ana-

lytical and spectrocheaiieal work on small samples

taken from a few containers, the nondestructive

assay was performed with reference to one of the

90 cans. LASL's nondestructive assay results are

reported in three groups as shown in Table I.

The three groups of samples are characterized as

follows: Group 1: UAljj in steel inner container,

steel outer container; Group 2: polyethylene-bottle

inner container, steel outer container, and Group

3: double steel container, total uranium conteut

Fig. 1, Set-up at the LASL Nondestructive Assay
and Standards Laboratory for neutron interrogation
and delayed neutron assay of uranium aluminide
samples. A UA1X can to be assayed is shown in-
side a thermal neutron shield can (top removed)
which is positioned between the neutron interroga-
tion source, on the left, and the high-efficiency de-
layed neutron detector, on the right. (Scale in
inches,)

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LASL NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY RESULTS

Total g U-235
NLCo

183,512

113, 885

817

Total g U-235
LASL

184, 245

113,812

751

Total g U-235
Difference a

+ 733

- 73

- 66

Fractional
Difference'

0.40%

0. 06%

8.1%

Mean

1.0037

0.999

Standard
Deviation

0. 95%

0. 92%

298, 214 298, 808 594 0.2%

' (Total g U-235 NLCo) - (Total g U-235 LASL)

' ((Total g U-235 Difference)/(Total g U-235 NLCo)) x 100

The mean of (Total g U-235 LASL)/(Total g U-235 NLCo) for each can

The standard deviation of (c).

R. H. Augusteon, H. O. Menlove, R. B. Walton,
L. V. East, A. E. Evans, and M. S. Krick,
SM-133/51, IAEA Symposium on Progress in
Safeguards Techniques, 6-10 July, 1970, Karls-
ruhe, Germany.



~ 1/4 that of the standard. Multiple sampling and

chemical assay of one can in each of the three

groupswas recommended to establish the accuracy

as well as the bias of the complete 90-can inven-

tory.

A total of 13 UA1X samples were analyzed

for uranium content; at the Idaho Chemical Process-

ing Plant (K'PP). The standard used by LASL was

found to be 0. 16% higher than the NLCo value;
235

thus, strictly speaking the total g U as deter-

mined by LASL (Table I) is 0. 16% high. However,

no significant difference was found in the nonde-

structive assay results for Groups 1 and 2 in Table

I. Sampling/chemical analysis of the container

in Group 3 did, as expected, confirm the NLCo

value. Th results on the 13 samples are summa-

rized in Taole IT. It cf n be seen that the agreement

between the LASL and ICPP results is excellent.

It must be stated, however, that this agreement is

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND
NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY RESULTS ON

THIRTEEN CANS OF HIGHLY-ENRICHED
UP.ANI JM ALUMINIDE

UAJ Lot and
Container No.

9836-2 4
9837-5 6
9036-2 3
9837-5 5-3
Composite #1
Composite ife
9835-60-3 7
9834-60-6 3
9834-60-5 6
9835-60-4 5
9834-60-1 5
9835-60-1 2
9835-60-1 6

TOTALS

NLCo.
Inventory

g 2 3 5U

3236.42
4540. 63
3217.57
3391.54
4286. 00
4540. 00
2226.26
2503,06
3437. 65
3705.51
3799.56

801.02
3206.39

42,893.43

ICPP
Chem.
g 235;j

3231
4534
3208
3380
4287
4541
2219
2500
3445
3724
3791

801
3216

42,877

LASL
NDA,

g 235 a*

3231
4572
3228
3425
4252
4468
2204
2498
3489
3712
3806

750
3192

42, 827

partially due to favorable chemical and physical

characteristics of the homogeiieous uranium-

aluminide powder which permitted representative

sampling and her.ee meaningful chemical assay.

This favorable situation for sampling/chemical

analysis is notalwaysthe case, as will bediscussed

in the following section of this report.

The final evaluation of receiver measure-

ments on the 320,448 grams uranium and 298,151

grams U-235 in UA1X powder has been completed.

As a result of this evaluation, Idaho Nuclear Cor-

poration concluded that NLCo's values are not sig-

nificantly different from those determined by LASL

and ICPP; accordingly the shipper's inventory was

accepted, and the material was formally trans-

ferred (per AEC Form 741) from NLCo to INC.

Investigation of Sampling/Chemical Assay Using

Nondestructive Assay Techniques

J. H. Menzel, A. C. Dumrose (CMB-8), and R. H.

Augustson

Previous nondestructive assay results of

uranium-graphite "Rover" scrap ' (93% U en-

richment) suggested that the sampling/chemical

assay procedure normally used to obtain SS values

may be introducing significant bias in the chemical

assay r issults. Consequently Group A- I, with the

assistance of Group CMB-8, te.s undertaken a sys-

tematic comparison of the effectiveness aid accu-

racy of both nondestructive assay and sampling/

chemical assay as applied to high-enrichment-U

scrap materials. This basic study logically divides

into three parts:

1. Evaluate the accuracy and precision

of the active neutron interrogation

technique as applied to highly-

enriched scrap materials over a

wide range of uranium concentra-

tions, matrix materials, bulk den-

sities and balk weights. The highly

ICPP's chemical assayed content of Lot No.
9836-2, Container 4, used as standard.

T. D. Reilly, M. M. Thorpe and R. B. Walton,
LA-4368-MS, pp. 8-9 (1969) and earlier refer-
ences cited therein.



definitive "spiking" technique (i.e.,

addition of precisely known amounts

of U) will be applied to actual

"real life" scrap matrix configu-

rations.

2. Evaluate the accuracy and precision

of the sampling/chemical assay

method, again applying the "spik-

ing" technique to "real life" scrap

matrix configurations.

3. Evaluate the accuracy and precision

of the sampling/ chemical assay SS

values presently assigned to a sub-

stantial portion of the LASL Rover

scrap inventory; this ev<uuation

will be carried out via nondestruc-

tive assay of the complete contents

of all cans on which sampling/chemi-

cal assay was performed.

Rover scrap consists of 0-70 vt% uranium

93% U-235) in a variety of matrix

materials. The inventory used in this study in-

cludes approximately 560 recovery cans (21 3, 000

kg bulk weight, 2i 300 kg enriched uranium) in

seven categories, i. e., plant solids, leached sol-

ids, organic ash, ash leach solids, leached fusion

solids, sludge* and miscellaneous residues.

The organic ash category,consisting of 146

cans, has been completed to date. Although it is

planned to present the results in their entirety at

the conclusion of this Ltudy, Table III lists those

cans in the organic ash category for which the

sampling/chemical assay and the nondestructive

assay values differed by either more than 100 g U,

or more than 20% of the sampling/chemical assay.

Definitive explanations for the originally erroneous

sampling/chemical assay values have not been

forthcoming as yet. It is obvious, however, that

rapid nondestructive assay of whole cans (rather

than a sample therefrom) provides an excellent

means of checking sampling/chemical assay results,

as well as an independent method of assaying com-

plete material inventories.

TABLE III

SELECTED ASSAY RESULTS ON ORGANIC ASH
"ROVER" SCRAP (93% 335U ENRICHMENT)

Container
Can Number

ASH 43040S

IAZH 00001

ASH 463703

ASH 282801

ASH 301802

ASH 340001

ASH 351005

ASH 35i:01

ASH 430502

Original Sampling/
Chemical Assay

sv
34

275

834

104

758

317

628

418

812

Nondestructive
Delayed Neutron Assay

8 U

1625

446

172

508

1319

424

760

309

977

Hew Sampling/
Chemical Assay

fi U

1576

432

150

Not available
to dafe

Not available
to date

Not available
to date

Not available
to date

Not available
to date

Not available
to date



Delayed Neutron Assay of Pu Inventory Samples by

Van de Graaff Neutron Interrogation

A. E. Evans and J. T. Malanify

Intheprocess of improvingthe subthreshold-

neutron-interrogation technique of fissile assay,

eight plutonium inventory verification samples

from the New Brunswick Laboratory have been as-

sayed under several different conditions. The re-

sults are presented in Table IV, together with prior
239results from passive gamma scanning fci' Pu

content.

Several improvements in the assay system

have been trade since results for some of these

samples were previously reported. The neu-

tron on-to-off ratio in the target area of the A-1

Vande Graaff has been improved by a factor often

by means of increased shielding and a mechanical

beam shutter, * and the position of the neutron

source has been stabilized by means of an elec-

tronic beam-centering system. A target-scanning

system for the accelerator beam has made possible

a 5C% increase in available neutron flux.

In the assay-system used for the present

studies, neutrons inthe energy range 355 to 625 keV
2

were produced by bombarding a 2 mg/cm -thick
lithium target with 2.35-MeV protons. Relative

neutron flux at the sample was monitored with two
235

U fission chambers—one in front and one behind

the sample. Samples to be assayed were placed on

a rotating sample holder 10 cm in front of the tar-

get and were repetitively irradiated with 35 msec

pulses of neutrons, followed by 15-msec "wait"

periods, 35 msec counting periods, and 15 msec

"wait" periods. Delayed neutrons were counted with

a slab detector oriented at 0* to the axis of the
240beam. Background neutrons from Pu spontane-239ous fission and (ap n) reactions from Pu-a decay

were counted prior to active neutron interrogation.

For each assay run, the delayed-nrjutron

response per gram of plutonium per fission-znonitor

TABLE IV

ASSAY OF Pu INVENTORY SAMPLES
FROM NEW BRUNSWICK LABORATORY

Sample (Number)

PuO0-UO Powder (Pu 387)

PuO Powder (Pu 217)

PuO -UO Trash (Pu S42)

PuO Powder (Pu 645)

PuO Powder (Pu 646)
Li

Pu Metal Oxidized (Pu 605)

PuO -UOO Pellets (2) (Pu 607A)

PuO -UO Pellets {•? (Pu 607B)

Total Sample
Weight (g)

3.0088

2.2908

5.5201

2.0835

2.0821

1.3329

10.4200

10.4817

Fissile Pu
Delayed Neutron Yield (g)

C.619 ± 0.010

1. 874 ± 0. 020

U 085 ± 0. 010

0. 998 ± 0. 010

1. 185 ± 0. 020

1.132 ±0.012

0. 823 ± 0. 010

0.81.9 ± 0.020

Pu Assay by
414-keV Y (g)

0.54 ± 0.025

1.95 ±0.08

0. S5 ± 0. 04

0.93 ± 0.05

1.12 ± 0. 06

1.16 ±0.06
. _ .

. . .

A. E. Evans, R. H. Augustson, H. O. Meniove,
and R. B. Walton, LA-4368-MS, p. 3 (1969).

A. E. Evans, M. S. Krick, and J. J. Malanify,
"Improvements in Vande Graaff Accelerator Fa-
cility for Extensive Nondestructive Assay Appli-
cations", this report.



count was determined by measuring the delayed-

neutrcn response of a standard sample containing
239a known amount (1.65 g) of Pu, encapsulated in

the same manner as were the inventory samples

being assayed. The standard was counted three

times during each run.
900

When assaying the PuO - UO pellets.
powder and scrap samples, it had been found that

the plutonium assay results varied as much as 10%

when the neutron energy spectrum was shifted

downward by as much as 200kilovolts. This spec-

tral effect was eliminated by completely enclosing

the sample and fission chamber in a 0. 020 in. -Cd

thermal-neutron shield.

235Delayed Neutron Assay of U-Thorium Carbide

Samples by Van de Graaff Neutron Interrogation

A. E. Evans and J. J. Malanify

Certainoxides and carbides of U, Pu and Th

are difficult to dissolve completely, and have for

one reason or another proved especially difficult to

assay by chemical analysis. Thus it is of consider-

able interest to investigate the feasibility of assay-

ing refractory and other "difficult" materials by
nondestructive methods. Six 5-grarn samples of
235( U-Th)C carbon-coated microspheres and

UO ThO powders—both of which fall in the

"difficult-to-analyze-chemically" category—were

obtained from the AEC' s New Brunswick Laboratory.
235

Five standards containing tJCo* ThO9 and graph-

ite in varying combinations were made upby Group

CMB-8 at LASL. Standards and samples were

packaged in 1-dram flint-glass vials enclosed in

aluminum outer containers. The experimental ar-

rangement and delayed neutron method of assay at

the A-l Van de Graaff facility were identical to

those used for the plutonium inventory samples;
the results are shown in Table V.

235These U-Thorium carbide samples were
252also assayed using the new Cf radioactive source

(7)system, based on thermal neutron interrogation

with detection of prompt fission neutrons from the
4

samples using a biased He-recoil proportional
252counter. Although the Cf system does employ

thermalized neutrons for interrogation, the agree-
252ment between the Cf results and delayed-neutron

TABLE V

2
NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY OF U-THORIUM CARBIDE SAMPLES
Comparison of results obtained by three assay methods: (1) delayed-
neutron assay using subthreshold neutron interrogation, (2) fission
prompt-neutron assay following interrogation by thermalized-^52

neutrons, and (3) A85-keV 235JJ g a m m a r a y assay.

Sample No.

3-14-17

-38

-50

-57

-129

-197

Delayed Neutron
Assay (g 2 3 5 U)

. 148 ± . 003

. 4 4 1 ± .005

.212 ± .003

. 383 ± . 004

. 905 ± . 010

.328 ± . 0 0 4

252Cf Assay
235

.147 ± . 0 0 6

.438 ± . 0 1 8

. 202 ± . 008

.406 ± .016

.333 ± .013

Gamma Ray
Assay (g 2 3 5 ^

. 131 ±

,415 ±

. 188 ±

, 368 ±

,887 ± ,

009

026

Oil

028

098

. 3 3 1 ± , 0 2 5

H. O. Menlove and R. A. Forster, "Design of a
Reactor Fuel Rod Assay System'1, this report.



assay (cf. Table V) is within the accuracy of the

measurements.

The U-Th carbide samples were alsochecked

by passive gamma counting of the 185-keV gamrr.a
235

rays from U. A Ge(Li) spectrometer system

was used for these measurements. The transmis-

sion of 185-keV gamma rays through the samples
235

was measured using an external U source in

order to correct the observed 185-keV gamma

"signature" for self absorbtion in the samples.

The results (cf. Table V) are consistent with de-

layed neutron assay values to within 10%. It should

be noted that these gamma ray measurements were

made merely to provide a crude confirmation of the

more accurate Van de Graaff assay results. Prep-

arations are now buing made to assay these same

samples for thorium content using "super-threshold"

neutron interrogation.

Nondestructive Assay of Power Reactor Fuel

Elements

R. H. August son and A. E. Evans

InLASL's continuing program of developing

nondestructive assay methods for measuring fissile

content of low enrichment power reactor fuel ele-

ments, a series of measurements have been under-

taken utilizing 400 keV neutrons from the A-l Van

de Graaff accelerator and prompt fission neutrons

as the fissile-material signature. This "biased

prompt neutron detector" approach to nondestruc-

tive assay in fuel element configurations has been

greatly advanced by the development of He "bias-
(8)

able" neutron detectors.

The experimental arrangement used is

identical to that described earlier for delayed neu-
(91

tron assay measurements except that a bank of
4

13 He counters has been added in front of the de-
(10*

layed neutron detector. In this arrangement, a

10

H. O. Menlove, "Intercomparison of Different
Neutron Sources and Detectors", this report.

R. H. Augustson and A. E. Evans, LA-4523-MS,
pp. 6-9 (1970).

See Fig. 9, p. 7. LA-4523-MS (1970).

simulated Dresden 1 BWR-type fuel element (with

natural U loading) was placed 18 in. from the Van

de Graaff target; the neutron detector was located

diametrically opposite the target and at 18 in.

from the center of the element. In this configura-

tion, the prompt neutron counting rate, with the

Van de Graaff continuous beam, is comparable to

the delayed neutron detection rate for a 50% duty

cycle. The true signal-to-background ratio is ~2

for the element loaded with natural uranium (. 7%

U). This ratio will improve at the 2-4% enrich-

ment levels actually found in commercial power

reactor elements. Measurements of the spatial

dependence of prompt neutron response were made

on a rod of highly enriched uranium at various po-

sitions in the element rod-matrix. The spatial re-

sponse in the horizontal plane was uniform to with-

in 2%, while in the vertical plane the response

peaked in the center and dropped by 10% at the top

and bottom of the element. This dependence is es-

sentially identical to that found for delayed neutron

(11)
response.

The dependence of prompt neutron response

on fuel content of the element was measured by re-

moving rods of known weights and comparing the

response with that of the fully loaded element.

Table VI presents a comparison of known rod

TABLE VI

PROMPT NEUTRON ASSAY OF
BWR TYPE FUEL ELEMENT

Known U Weight (g)

10, 500

9,630

9,040

8,460

Assayed U Weight (g)

10,500 a

9, 345 ± 190

9, 200 ± 180

8,570 ± 170

' Calibration point; normal-U loaded element.

11
R. H. Augustson and A. E. Evans, LA-4523-MS,
pp. 9, Fig. 11 (1970).



weights with the corresponding assay value given

by the prompt neutron response method. The as-

sayed values clearly agree within measurement un-

certainties with the known weights. Further im-

provements are underway to increase the overall

accuracy of the prompt neutron assay method.

Because of similar spatial responses and

comparable counting rates, meaningful measure-

ments of the delayed-to~prompt-neutron ratio canbe

made on power reactor fuel elements. Prelimi-

nary measurements have shown this to be experi-

mentally feasible thus providing a method of dis-
239 235

criminating between Pu and U. Further work

is continuing on delayed-to-prompt-neutron ratio

measurements in power reactor fuel elements.

Delivery of actual PWR and BWR fuel ele-

ment sections (i. e. , loaded with enriched UO_

pellets) is expected soon at the LASL Nondestruc-

tive Assay and Standards Laboratory. Nonde-

structive assay R&D and measurements similar to

those reported herein can then be applied to actual

power reactor fuel elements.

Confirmation of Shipper-Receiver Difference In

Rover Scrap Shipment

R. H, Augustson and T. D. Reilly

Rover fuel and scrap were received from

Battelle Northwest for enriched-uranium recovery

at the CMB-8 facility. During the recovery proc-

ess, this material was homogenized and com-

bined into a single batch. Chemical analysis of

samples taken from the combined batch indicated

a total enriched-U content of 3. 94 kg, which differs

significantly from the shipper's value of 5. 30 kg.

To provide an independent check, the entire batch

was assayed nondestructively using active neutron

interrogation; this gave a value of 4. 05 ± 0. 20 kg
Q Q e

U, which confirmed the LASL sampling/chemi-

cal assay value of 3. 94 kg. In addition the U

content of the material was determined by counting

the 1 MeV U gamma ray. Combining this with
238measured isotopic abundance (6.4% ' IT) gave

3. 9 ± 0. 20 kg total uranium content of the batch,

which is in agreement with the other LASL assay

values, but again in disagreement with the shipper's

inventory value. In the future LASL will undertake

to check-a3say certain categories of incoming SS-

material by nondestructive assay methods prior to

formal receipt of such material onAEC Form 741.

RADIOACTIVE NEUTRON SOURCES FOR

NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY APPLICATIONS

252Moderators for Cf Assay Systems

R. A. Forster and R. O. Menlove
252,

The effects of various moderators on """Cf

neutrons must bo known in detail in order to dtisign

tailoring assemblies for particular assay applica-

tions. For example, the calculations and meas-
(12) 252

urements performed previously for a Cf
moderating assembly showed the feasibility of

12 R. A. Forster and H. O. Menlove, LA-4523-
MS. pp. 11-13 (1970).

measuring the fissile material content in reactor

fuel rods (e. g., UHTREX fuel rods'13*). Further

calculations have been performed to optimize the
252

Cf moderating assembly for the assay of low-

enrichment reactor fuel rods.

Six common moderating materials have been

compared: three materials—CH_, ZrHo and HOO—

have large slowing down powers (?£s) while the

13 H. O. Menlove, J. L. Parker, and H. A. Walter,
LA-4523-MS. pp. 14-15 (1970).



remaining three--Be, C, and DO--have large

moderating ratios (§£s/£a). The slowing down

power is a measure of how well a moderator slowc

down neutrons, while the moderating ratio repre-

sents the ability of a moderator to slow down neu-

trons without capturing them.

Figure 2 shows calculations of the thermal
252flux versus radius for a Cf source in 30-cm-

radius spheres of five moderators. These calcu-

lations were performed with the DTF-IV code and

25-group cross-sections. It can be seen that CH

and H-O produce very similar thermal flux spec-

tra because of their similar H densities. The

neutron flux peaks at the center and drops off rap-

idly with increasing radius resulting in a rather

large flux gradient at interior positions for sample

irradiations. Z r H
2 yields a similar curve for

thermal flux vs radius. The moderators with the

largest moderating ratios yield much flatter ther-

mal fluxes as a function of radius because of less

thermal absorption. Beryllium yields alarger flux

than D,O or C because of its larger macroscopic

thermal scattering cross-section. Figure 2 shows

that both Be and D O are more suitable than the

9 10 IS 20 29 30

RADIUS Of MODERATOR (em)

other moderators for thermal neutron irradiations

involving energy biased detectors which must be

suitably displaced from the high energy (En~2MeV)
25 2

Cf source neutrons. This is illustrated in
235Figure 3 which shows a graph of calculated U/

U ratios, assuming equal masses, versus

radius for the various moderators. These large

U/ U ratios (>60, 000) showthat it is possible

to preferentially interrogate the fissile component
235( U) in low enrichment or natural uranium. Also,

235 238

the U/ U ratio is proportional to the signal-

to-background ratio for a detector biased at the
238

U fission threshold. At radii greater than

12 cms. Be and DOyield 2 3 5 U/ 2 3 8 U ratios greater

than the hydrogenous moderators. Carbon does

poorly because neutrons do not lose much energy

per collision.

One method to increase both the thermal

U ratios in the interior of an

nor

flux and u /
assembly of a given volume is to surround the
252

Cf source with a small sphere of material with

a high slowing down power such as CH-. This hy-

drogenous moderator softens the neutron spectrum

more than would the same volume of high moderat-

ing ratio material; however, because of the small

Fig. 2. Calculated thermal neutron fluxes vs radius
produced by a^52^f s o u r c e -in a one-region 30-cm-
radius spherical assembly.

MOWS Or MODERATOR (cat)

Fig. 3. Calculated " ° u / U fission ratios (equal
masses of both isotopes) vs radius for a 252cf
source in a one-region 30-cm-radius spherical
assembly.



volume fraction of the hydrogenous core, the ther-

mal neuiron capture in the hydrogen is minimal.

In addition, surrounding the entire moderating

assembly with a layer of CHO increases the ther-

mal flux throughout the assembly as well as pro-

viding exterior neutron shielding.

Figures 4 and 5 show calculations of the

thermal flux and
238

VI U ratios versus radius

for some moderator systems composed of CH- in

the center and periphery, and either D O , C, or

Be in the intermediate region. The outer radii of

the three regions are5, 20; and 30cm respectively.

The radius of the inner sphere was chosen as 5 cm

to maximize the thermal flux in the outer regions

of the moderator. The thermal fluxes in Fig. 4

for both C and D O in the range 5 to 20 cms is

greatly enhanced by this technique while the flux

in Be remains essentially the same. At a radial

position of 20 cm. the thermal flux inthe CH -D O

system is slightly greater than the flux at the same

RADIUS OF MODERATOR (em)

Fig. 4. Calculated thermal neutron fluxes vs radius
produced by a 25^cf source in a composite moder-
ator assembly with various moderators inthe mid-
dle region.

position in the pure Be assembly. Figure 5 shows

that the largest change caused by the composite
235 238moderators is in the U/ U ratio. Both C and

D2O yield much larger ratios for the composite

systems while the ratio for Be remains essentially

unchanged. Thereforr, such composite assemblies

represent a significant improvement over a one-

region moderator for certain assay applications.

Design of a Reactor Fuel Rod Assay System

H. O. Menlove and R. A. Forst.er
252

One application of Cf neutron interroga-

tion is inthe assay and quality control of fabricated

reactor fuels where the sample geometry and posi-

tion are well known. Specifically, thermalized
252

Cf neutrons can be used to interrogate the fuel

sample, and the resulting fission neutrons can be

counted with an energy-biased neutron detector and

compared with standard measurements. Such a

system is limited to material with low fissile con-

tent density because of self-absorption of thermal

neutrons in the fuel.

0 8 K>

RADIUS MOOEMTOft (eat)
235 2385. Calculated U/ U fission ratios (equal

masses of both isotopes) vs radius for a
source in a composite moderator assembly with
various moderators in the middle region.
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The preceding moderator calculations and

measurements have been used to guide the design
252

of a Cf moderator system for the assay of the
fissile content of low enrichment fuel rods for power

252reactors. The moderated neutrons from the Cf

source interrogate the fuel material and prompt

neutrons from the induced fission reactions are

counted using energy-biased fast-neutron detectors.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a cylin-
252

drical assay device showing the Cf source lo-

cated at the center and the 4He-filled fast-neutron
252

Cf
(14)

detectors located near the sample holes. The

source is surrounded by a 2-cm-thick tungsten

shell to take advantage of th^ large cross section

of W for inelastic neutron scattering and also to

shield the Y-rays emitted inthe spontaneous fission
252of the ' Cf. The tuijaceN: layer of ZrH (4-crn-

thick) further moderates the source neutrons by

virtue of its large slowing down power (§ES) (i. e. ,

the ZrH performs the same moderator function as

theCII. core in Fig. 4). In addition the Zr helps

in reducing the fast neutron flux by inelastic scat-

cm

ZrH 252 cf

Fi&'. 6. Schematic diagram showing a cross section
of the cylindrical composite moderating assembly
for the assay of power reactor fuel rods.

14 The tungsten was in the form of an alloy con-
taining 90% W, 6% Ni and 4% Cu.

tering and aids inthe shielding of Y rays. The cen-

tral hydrogenous core (ZrHo plus ->- 20% CH ) was

held to a 6-cm outer radius because the capture of

thermal neutrons by the hydrogen becomes exces-

sive if more hydrogen is added tothe central region.

The surrounding .shell of D O (14-cm-thick) further

moderates the source neutrons without significant

capture of the thermalized neutrons. The outer

layer of CH9 serves primarily as a neutron reflec-

tor and also provides additional neutron shielding

at the exterior of the system. The Li added to the

thiii layer of poly-vinyl chloride (PVC) captures a

large fraction P3O%) of the thermal neutrons prior

to their leakage into the outer shield. This reduces

the exterior Y-ray dose because, unlike neutron cap-

ture in B, the capture of neutrons in Li dees not

produce secondary Y rays.

Reentrant holes to accommodate the sam-

ples to be assayed (i. e . . fuel pins or small sam-

ples) are located in the outer cylindrical layer of

CH- at a radius of 22 cm, (cf, Fig. 6) which is

roughly the position where the signal-to-background

ratio reaches its maximum, as indicated in Fig. 5.

He gas tubes were selected as the fast-

neutron detectors because of: (1) their favorable

efficiency for detecting fission spectrum neutrons,

(2) their low sensitivity to Yrays, (3) their elec-

tronic stability and simplicity and '4) they can be

closely coupled geometrically with the fuel rods.
4

Details concerning the perfoi'mance of He tubes
are presented later in this report. The results of

the signal-to-background ratio at the sample posi-
4

tion as a function of bias energy of the He are

shown in Fig. 7. Several different core configu-

rations are shown for comparison, The signal-to-

background is increased ->• 10% and 20% by using

ZrH2 in place of CH and D O respectively inthe

core. It should be noted that the signal-to-

background ratio can be further increased by en-

larging the outer radius of the D O layer (thus

increasing the volume of the assay device). How-

ever, the principle of diminishing returns enters

11
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4
Figure 7. Calculated He-detector signal-to-
background vs bias energy for various compositions
of the inner 5-cm region surrounding 252^f source
in a composite assembly. The 235u sample was
located in the 10-cm-thick CH2 shell at a radius of
22 cm with D O in the region from 5 to 20 cm.

here inasmuch as the cost of the additional D O

and other materials increases at a much- faster

rate than does the signal-to-background ratio.

In the design of the fuel rod assay system,

six sample holes are included (cf. Fig. 6) to in-

crease the assay capacity of the device. All sam-

ple holes can be used simultaneously with negligible

cross-talk (< 1%) between adjacent rods because of

the shielding effect of the intervening moderator
4

and the energy bias in the He detectors. The de-

tectors are biased such that the signal-to-background
4

ratio is maximized; this correspondsto a He recoil
energy of ~»0. 25 MeV or an incident neutron energy

of ~ . 4 MeV as can be seen in Fig. 7. The count-

ing rate for a typical 4% enriched fuel rod is calcu-
252lated to be •>• 1000 cps for a Cf source of about

200 ug. Thus it should be possible to measure the
235total U content of six fuel rods in less than one

minute to a counting statistical accuracy of better

than 1%.

The fuel rod assay system described herein

has been constructed at Los Alamos and will be eval-

uated in the plant production lines of two major U. S.

manufacturers of power reactor fuel elements,

12

252
Assay of Inventory Verification Samples Using Cf
H. O. Menlove

In addition to the assay of reactor fuel rods
252and pellets, the Cf assay system described in

the preceding section can be used for the assay of

small uranium or plutonium samples for which the

fissile density is not too large for adequate pene-

tration by thermal neutrons, To demonstrate this

capability, the small uranium-thorium carbide in-

ventory samples previously assayed by the de-
235layed neutron method were assayed for U content

qcn

using the new *"Cf assay system just described

herein. The samples, packaged in 0.5-in. diam-

eter vials, contained a large fraction of carbon and

thorium relative to the uranium (93% enriched in

235

U) so that thermal neutron absorption was neg-

ligible for all but the heaviest sample (AEC # 3-14-
129). 252The Cf assay results are listed in Table
V together with the results using other nondestruc-

252
tive assay techniques. Itcanbe seen that the Cf

data are in good agreement with the more accurate

delayed neutron assay results using Van de Graaff

neutron interrogation.

Intercomparison of Different Neutron Sources and

Detectors

H. O. Menlove

For most assay applications utilizing radio-

active neutron sources, it is desirable to use a neu-

tron detector that is insensitive to Y-rays from the

source or from gamma-producing reactions (e. g.,

Y emission following neutron capture). Fission

chambers exhibit the best Y-ray rejection char-

acteristics but their usefulness in assay applica-

tions is limited because of low neutron detection
4

efficiency. Both He and ZnS detectors are rela-

15 A. E. Evans and J. J. Malanify, "Delayed Neu-
tron Assay of 235U-Thorium Carbide Samples
by Van de Graaff Neutron Interrogation", this
report.



tively insensitive to Y rays am1 their efficiencies

for counting fast neutrons isinth» range of ~ . 1-1%.

A set of measurements has been performed
4

to evaluate the relative usefulness of both He and

ZnS detectors in assay systems utilizing thermal

neutron interrogation. Two different neutron
n Q O O C O

sources ( Pu-Li and Cf) were investigated for

such assay systems. In both cases the source neu-

trons were thermalized before interrogating the

fissile sample, and the resulting induced fission
4

neutrons were counted inthe He or ZnS detectors.
For the comparison a 1/2 x 2 in. ZnS detector and

a 20 x 1 in. He gas tube (9 atm pressure) were
4

used. The counting rate in the He detector was

~ twice the rate in the ZnS detector for a fission
252

neutron source ( Cf) located I m from the de-

tectors.
252

For the measurements using Cf, the
moderator configuration was of the type shown in

4

Fig. 6, and the detectors ( He or ZnS) were posi-

tioned 3-4 cm from the reactor fuel rod. The fuel
235

rod was 3/8 in. diam with a U enrichment of
9. 53%. The two solid curves in Fig. 8 show the
signal-to-background ratios in the detectors as a

4
function of bias energy. It can be seen that the He

detector has a better signal-to-background ratio

peaking at a detector bias energy corresponding to

~ 0. 5-MeV neutrons. The ratio for the ZnSi detec-
4

tor is lower because the He detector has better

neutron energy resolution and closer geometric

coupling to the fuel rod. The two dashed curves in
nog

Fig. 8 correspond to irradiations using the Pu-

Li source and the same two detectors. Since the

Pu-Li neutron spectrum has a lower energy

(En "- 0. 6 MeV) than Cf, it is possible to posi-

tion the source closer to the detector. For the data

shown in Fig. 8 the source was positioned in a

CH moderator at a distance of ~ 8 cm from the
4

detectors. As before, the He detector has the

higher signal-to-background ratio, and in addition,

the signal-to-background ratio for the low energy

Pu-Li source does not rise above the ratio for

30 40

BIAS CHANNEL

Fig. 8. Signal/background ratios vs bias energy
for 4He and ZnS detectors irradiated by 252cf o r
2 3 8Pu-Li neutron sources. The signal was ob-
tained from a reactor fuel rod (9. 53% 235JJ enrich-
ment) positioned in a moderating assembly.

252
the Cf source until the detector bias energy is

> 1 MeV (equivalent neutron energy). This increase

in bias energy results.in a substantial lowering of

the observed signal rate.

The preceding investigations gave guidance
252 4

inthe selection of a Cf source and Hedetectors

in the design of the reactor fuel rod assay system

described in the previous section (cf. Fig. 6).
4

Characteristics of He-Gas Tubes for Fast-Neutron
Detection

H. O. Menlove, R. A. Fbrster, R. H. Augustson,

A. E. Evans and R. B. Walton

InLASL's evaluation of fast-neutron detec-
4

tors for assay applications, He gas tubes are of

particular interest because of their low sensitivity

to y rays and low-energy background neutrons.as

13



well as their electronic stability and simplicity.

The cross section for the scattering of neutrons in
A

"He is shown in Fig. 9 together with a fission

neutron energy distribution. It can be seen that the

He cross section and the fission neutron spectrum
4

both peak at ^ 1 Me V which makes the He detectors
especially useful for detecting prompt fission neu-

trons. Unlike the proton recoil cross section (cf.
4

Fig. 9), the He cross section decreases for low-

er neutron energies making the detector relatively

insensitive to low energy background neutrons.

The A-1 Vande Graaff accelerator was used

to produce monoenergetic neutrons to evaluate the

He detectors. The detectors consisted of stainless

steel tubes 1-in, in diam and 20-in. long, filled to

a gas pressure of 9atm of natural He. For the fast

neutron irradiations, the detectors were placed at 0

degrees and parallel to the accelerator beam axis.

Pulse-height distributions for different

monoenergetic neutron irradiations are shown in

Fig. 10 together with a calibration of the maxi-
4

mum He recoil energy for different neutron en-

ergy values. The calibration curve was found to

be linear over the entire energy range under inves-
4

tigation (0.4-4.2 MeV). The He recoil energy
distributions were found to be peaked near the max-

imum recoil energy for neutron bombarding ener-

gies in the range ~ 0. 5-1. 3 MeV as would be esx-
4

pected from the angular distributions of the He(n,n')
reaction. * This high energy peaking of the

pulse-height distributions aids in the separation of
the fission spectrum neutrons from the lower en-

4
ergy background neutrons. Calculations of He
detector response vs bias for fission spectrum neu-

trons are in good agreement with measured response

t » «
NEUTRON ENERGY (MfV)

Fig. .9. Neutron scattering cross sections for He
and ^H. These gases are being evaluated for the
detection of prompt fission-spectrum neutrons (cf.
spectrum at the top of figure).

RECOIL ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION CURVES

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
4He RECOIL PULSE HEIGHT

4
Fig. 10. He recoil energy distributions for dif-
ferent energy bombarding neutrons. Also plotted
is the maximum 4He recoil energy as a function of
incident neutron energy.

16

17

H. H. Barschall and M. H. Kanner, Phys. Rev.
58, 590 (1940).

D. I. Garber et al . , BNL-400, Vol. I, 3rd ed.
(1970).
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when measured He(n,n') angular distributions are

used.

To investigate the sensitivity of the detec-

tors to Yrays, the detectors were operated near
124an Sb (~ 1. 7 MeV Y ray) source and the pile-up

of Y-ray pulses was measured for different dose

levels at the detector. Fig. 11 shows the pulse-

height distributions for Y-ray dose levels up to

5 rad/h together with a distribution for fission

spectrum neutrons. It can be seen that for bias

energies > 0 . 6 MeV the detector can be exposed

to Y dose levels of -v 2 rad/h. This insensitivity
4

to Y rays and lev energy neutrons makes He de-

tectors especially useful for applications involv-
124ing photoneutron sources (e. g., Sb-Be) with

their inherently large Y- ray background.

In addition to the previously described de-

tectors, He tubes have been obtained which range

in diameter from 1/2 to 1 in. and vary in pressure

from 6 to 25 atm. The operating characteristics

of these tubes are being evaluated for future assay

applications.
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Fig. 11. Cui'ves showing the measured Y-ray sen-
sitivity of 4He detectors (9 atm pressure) for dif-
ferent gamma dose levels at the detector. Also
shown for- comparison is a fission neutron source
pulse-height distribution.

DELAYED NEUTRON ABUNDANCES AND HALF-LIVES FROM 14. 7 MeV FISSION

L. V. East, R. H. August son, and H. O. Menlove

The group abundances, a., and decay half-

lives, T., of delayed neutrons from 14.7-MeV

neutron-induced fission have been measured for
2 3 2Th, 2 3 3U. 2 3 5U. 2 3 8U. 2 3 9Pu and 2 4 I Pu using

Accelerator I as pulsed neutron source. Prelimi-

nary results from this work have been previously
(191

reported. ' This work is now esset.ially com-

18

19

R. A. Forster and H. O. Menlove, "Moderator
Investigations on Radioactive Neutron Sources
lor Nondestructive Assay of Fissionable Mate-
rials, " ANS National Topical Meeting on Neu-
tron Sources and Applications, Augusta, Geor-
gia, April 18-21, 1971.

R. H. Augustson, L. V. East, andH. O. Menlove,
LA-4368-MS, p. 12, and LA-4315-MS, p. 18 (1969).

plete, and is being prepared for publication. A

brief description of the experimental work and

resulting measurements of delayed neutron param-

eters are summarized in this section..

The dat;a were obtained by irradiating a

fissionable sample with J4. 7-MeV neutrons for a

given time and then counting the delayed neutrons

following the irradiation with a multichannel ana-

lyzer operating as a multiscaler. Figure 12 shows

the sample irradiation and detection geometry used.

A "slab" detector(2C) with an active area of 20 in.

by 24 in. was used to detect the delayed neutrons.

20 L. V. East and R. B, Walton, "Polyethylene
Moderated ^He Neutron Detectors", Nucl. Instr.
andMeth. 72, 161 (1969).
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13- Ht COUNTERS IN CH,

H TARGET

BEAM

Sample, irradiation, and detection geom-
etry used for the a. ,T. measurements.

For each isotope studied, a series of accel-

erator runs were made using different irradiating

and counting times. The multiscaler was operated

with three or four groups of time-channel widths

which were chosen along with each irradiation time

to accentuate various delayed neutron group periods.

Table VII lists the irradiation and counting times

along with the multiscaler parameters used. The

column labeled "Delay (sec)" gives the time be-

tween the end of the irradiation and the start of the

first counting interval. All time intervals were

determined by a digital clock \ and a series of
(22V

digital channel advance units ' controlled the op-

eration of the multiscaler.
In order to extract the a.'s and T 's from

1 i

the data, a computer code was written to simulta-

neously fit all data sets obtained for a given iso-

tope with the function
C . - H. Ya.b., f... e("Xitjk)

lk k L i lk nk J
Ijk^

a.
1

ik

1

the expected number of counts in

the j channel of the k data set,

normalization factor for k data set,

relative abundance of i delayed

neutron group,

jieutron beam pulse period and

width correction factor,

finite channel-width correction

factor,

decay period of i delayed neutron

group

time of j channel of k data set,,

TABLE Vn

IRRADIATION AND COUNTING TIME PARAMETERS

Multiscaler Channels (N) and Counting Times per Channel (T, sec)

Irradiation
Time (sec)

0. 100

0.500

3.000

15.000

60.000

Delay
(sec)

0.020

0.020

0.020

1.050

4.200

Total Count
Time (sec)

7.985

24.690

69.400

150.000

385.000

N ,

20

20

20

-

T l

. 005

.010

.020

-

N 2

50

50

50

50

50

T 2

.010

. 030

. 060

. 2 0

. 5 0

N 3

80

80

80

80

80

T 3

.030

. 10

. 20

. 5 0

2 . 0

N 4

50

50

50

50

50

T 4

. 10

. 3 0

1.0

2 . 0

4. 0

21

22

L. V. East, M. M, Stephens, and J. E. Swan-
sen, LA-4368-MS, p . 16 (1969).

LA-3859-MS. p. 14 (1968).
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The method of weighted least-squares was used to

obtain "best" estimates for each a., V, and H, and
i 1 k

their variances. The quantity a was obtained di-

rectly from the normalization condition

TABLE VIII

DELAYED NEUTRON HALF-LIVES
AND RELATIVE GROUP ABUNDANCES

FROM 14. 7 MeV FISSION

Half-life, sec Relative Abundance

so that for p data sets and m delayed neutron

groups, a total of p + 2m - 1 fitted parameters were

obtained from the analysis.

This analysis technique eliminates many of

the problems encountered when one attempts to

separately analyze pulsed and saturated irradia-

tion data to obtain a consistent set of abundances

and Jecay periods. Using the irradiation and count -

ingtimes given in Table VII, six periods could eas-

ily be resolved with reasonable uncertainties in the

fitted parameters. This is in contrast to recent

chopped reactor beam work in which only five
(23)

groups were resolved.
,. , 233,. 235TT , 238TT

Results for U, U, and U are pre-
sented in Table VIII. The shortest half-life for
233

U was held fixed at the value obtained for a fast
(24)

fission spectrum so that a more direct compari-

son can be made with the other uranium isotopes:

when this period was not held fixed, then half-lives

of 56. 6 sec, 20. 6 sec, 7. 8 sec, 3. 1 sec, 1. 2 sec,

and 0. 3 sec were obtained. This anomaly is attrib-
23 S 140

uted to the low fission yield in * U of I which

gives rise to delayed neutrons with a half-life of

0.8 sec which normally make a significant contribu-

tion to the 0.6 sec group.

55.
19.
5.
2.
0.
0,

54 .
20.

5 .
2.
0.
0.

56.
2 1 .

6.
2.
0.
0.

56
28
04
18
57
221

59
25
36
38
77
24

31
97
00
28
61
202

* Held

2 3 3U

±0.4
±0 .2
±0 .2
± 0.08
±0.03

*

2 3 5U

±0.5
±0 .2
±0.3
± 0. 1
± 0.07
± 0.01

2 3 8U

±0.7
±0 .2
±0 .2
± 0.04
± 0.02
± 0. 005

fixed

(97. 5% 233)

0.095
0.208
0.242
0.327
0.087
0.041

(•* 99% 235)

0.057
0. 192
0. 190
0.357
0. 120
0.084

(99. 6% 238)

0,017
0.130
0. 127
0.406
0.196
0. 124

±
±
±
±

±

±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.002
0.016
0.014
0.004
0.003

0.001
0.002
0.020
0.013
0.009
0.007

0.001
0.001
0.006
0.004
0.004
0.006

23 R. J. Onega, G. E. Rambo, M. Huizinga, and
Robeson, "Delayed Neutron Half-lives for

3U, 2 3 5U, and 2 3 9Pu, Trans, Am. NucL Soc.
12, 289 (1970).
h

24 G. R. Keepin, T. F. Wimett, and R. K. Zeig-
ler, "Delayed Neutrons from Fissionable Iso-
topes of Uranium, Plutonium, and Thorium, "
Phys. Rev.. 107, 1044 (1957).
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PASSIVE NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAY ASSAY APPLICATIONS

238
U Assay Using Neutron Coincidence Counting

J. E. Foley
238,

Assay of U content in uranium samples
(25)has been carried out using the 4n can counter

by detecting prompt neutrons produced from spon-

taneous fission of U. The spontaneous fission

rate of U is ~ 0. 006 fission/g-sec, which is
240very low when compared with Pu (•>• 460 fission/

238g-sec) or Pu (~ 1100 fission/g-sec); however,
poo

neutron coincidence counting of U is quite feas-
238iblefor samples containing ~ 100 g or more of U.

Since the (a, n) background rates are especially low

in U samples, statistically significant results

canbe obtained quickly; for example, 5% precision

(at the la level) can be obtained in ~ 3 minutes with
nog

samples containing 10 kg of U (using the 4TT can

counter).

K-25 incinerator ash samples from the Oak

Ridge enrichment facility (masses ranging from a

few hundred grams to over 30 kg) have been as-
238sayed for U content. The results agree with

chemical sampling to within an accuracy of ~ 3%.

The "source addition" technique was used to re-

move the matrix effects of these samples. Com-

plete results of the assay are presented in a later
/Of? \

section (on MONAL) of this progress report.

Low enrichment uranium slugs (from the

Hanford reactor) ranging from 2 kg to 7 kg have

also been assayed. The "source addition" tech-

nique was also used to make appropriate correc-

tions (< 10%) for "self-multiplication" effects in

these rather massive samples. These uranium

slugs were counted with both the inner and outer

sets of detector rings in the -Ji can counter, and

the resulting coincident count rate was ~ 1 count/

kg. sec.
25

26

H. O, Menlove and R. B. Walton, LA-4457-MS,
p. 27-31 (1970),

J. E. Foley, "Neutron Coincidence Assay of
K-25 Cans at NLO", this report.

The optimum design of a neutron coinci-
Q rJ Q

dence counter for U samples is quite different
240

from one for Pu samples. High random count-

ing rates are expected from Pu samples so the

counter should have short die-away times coupled

with short gate widths. By contrast, short die-

away times are not of primary importance f.jr a
OOQ

U coincidence counter and the optimum gate

width may be several times longer than the die-

away time. For U coincidence counting, the

major design consideration is to achieve the high-

est possible neutron detection efficiency.

Passive Neutron Assay of Cold-Clean Power Reac-

tor Fuel Elements

D. B. Smith, M. M. Thorpe, and C. R. Weisbin
OOQ

The spontaneous fission rate of U is

5, 6 x 10* fissions/sec/gm (assuming that T ^ 2

= 1. 10 x 10 yrs). This source is insufficient to

provisle a useful "signature" for most samples;

however, a PWR fuel element contains •»• 270 kg of

low enrichment uranium (270 kg applies to Yankee

Core 1—most PWR fuel elements contain even

more U). This corresponds to a total spontaneous
3

fission source of ~ 4 x 10 neutrons/sec. It is
possible that such a self source can be utilized to

235

measurethe Ucontent of cold-clean power reac-

tor fuel elements if the multiplication in the assem-
235bly is a sufficiently sensitive function of U iso-

topic enrichment. A series of computer calcula-

tions was carried out to investigate this interesting

possibility.

A typical PWR fuel element consists of a

14 x 14 array (of •>- 0. 3 in. diam rods)-* 8 in. on a

side by •*- 10 ft long. Such an element was modeled

in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry (with

buckling): the cross section of the element and the

total mass of UOO were preserved. Several r e -

flector configurations were investigated; the most



promising consisted of 1 in. of H00 surrounding

the (cylindrical) element with provision for a 16-

mil-thick inner liner of cadmium. All calculations

were performed using DTF-IV and the Hansen-

Roach 16-group cross sections. The ratio of the

total neutron leakage from the assembly (through

the H_O reflector) with the assembly flooded with

water to the leakage with no water in the assembly
235was computed as a function of U enrichment.

The calculated ratios were fitted with a parabola,

and the resulting curve was differentiated to give

the fractional change in response as a function of
235

U enrichment. The results of the calculations

are shown in Fig. 13 for the H O reflector alone

and with the Cd lining.

The fractional change is a measure of the

sensitivity of the technique and appears to be quite

2 3 4
PERCENT U 2 3 9

Fig. 13. Total neutron leakage from a PWR fuel
element produced by 238^ spontaneous fission neu-
trons as a function of 235u enrichment (see text).

235
adequate (e. g., ~ 20% per percent U at the 2%

enrichment level) over the range of enrichments

encountered in civilian power reactor fuels.

Since fuel rod cladding can ac* as a poison

in the system, the effects of cladding, as well as

possible burnable poisons, will be investigated,

although neither of these factors is expected to se-

riously affect the applicability of the proposed pas-
235sive method for monitoring U content in power

reaictor fuel elements.

The "Enrichment Meter"--A Simple Method for

Measuring Isotopic Enrichment

T. D. Reilly, R. B. Walton, and J. L. Parker

This method makes use of the fact that the

185-keV gamma activity from a dense, uniform ob-

ject containing uranium is proportional to the en-
235

richment of U. Consider the system schemati-

cally illustrated in Fig. 14. Assuming the sample
is sufficiently thick to be opaque to the 185 keV

235¥gamma from

is given by

C =

U, the count rate from this line

- l
F F = (1+-

where

I =
235

U isotopic enrichment
F = specific activity of 185 keV

235
gamma (per sec per g U

e = detection efficiency for 185

keV gammas

A = area of sample viewed

I*., H- = 185-keV mass absorption coeffi-

cients of uranium, oxygen

(cm2/g)

p , p - density of uranium, oxygen

(cr other low-Z matrix)

re A/M. is a constant, and P is a slowly varying

function of density nearly equal to unity for many

practical cases (at 185 keV, no /n , « . 11 for ele-
ments with Z s 30). For pure metal, oxide (UOJ,
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COLUMATIN*
^CHANNEL SAMPLE C0NTAININ9.UBANM*

AND OXYGEN {REPRESENTATIVE
OF OTHER LOW-Z MATRICES):
• .g.FUEL PIN. PLATE,PELLET
RICH RESIDUE.

6AMMA-MT
OETECTOK

Fig. 14. Schematic illustrating
meter" principle (see text).

235U "Enrichment

and residue containing only 50% U, F is respec-

tively 1. 00, 0. 988 and 0. 930.

Thus by viewing a fixed, well-defined area

of the sample, the observed gamma signal is di-
235rectly proportional to the U enrichment. This

principle can be used to measure fuel pins, plates

or any reasonably homogeneous sample that is

fairly rich in uranium. If the fraction of uranium

is appreciably below 0.5. one can measure this

fraction by finding the transmission of the sample

at two different gamma energies and using this in-

formation to evaluate F. It is important to note

that factors which can affect "enrichment-meter"

measurements, e. g., inhomogenieties, unknown

matrices (particularly high Z), generally lead to

results which are too low. An appropriate thick-

ness of lead surrounding the sample could, of

course, negate the method; nevertheless, the en-

richment meter is proving very useful for a wide

range of important applications.

In the case of pins and plates, an error can

arise from variations in cladding thickness. This

error is probablylessthan 10% for most cases; for

example, the transmission through 1/64 in. of

stainless steel is .95, and through 1/^.6-in. steel

(a fairly thick cladding) it is still . 83.

A fuel rod "enrichment meter" was con-

structed based on the abovs principle. It consists

of a cylindrical lead detector shield fitted with inter-

changeable tungsten slits and an adjustable table

for positioning the rods in front of the collimator

slit. The device can accommodate either a Ge(Li)

detector or a 2-in. by 1/2-in.—thick Nal detector.

"Enrichment meter" results obtained on an assort-
ment of fuel rods and uranium residues are pre-
sented in the MONAL section of this report.

The enrichment-meter concept may also be
used for quality control of different reactor fuel
blends, e.g., PuO_, UO_, U-C and Th-C, or in
general for the assay of any fissionable material
having a suitable low energy gamma ray. In the
more general case of mixtures of several compo-
nents the counting rate of a specific gamma ray
from an isotope with enrichment I in given by:

r * ?
1 L 1 1 i - o

" 1

where the running index i denotes the relevant ele-

mental constituents of the fuel blend, and the spe-

cific subscript, 1, denotes the element whose iso-

tope emits the "signal" gamma line of interest.

For the case of a PuOo, UO_ blend and the detec-

tion of a Pu gamma ray, the above expression re-

duces to:

• i f e « - ^

"Pu

r& 32 joxygen ]
1 + r 239 (ij^ I

Pu 3c . 061 , r =
. _ blending

3U Pu ~ ratio

The constant K has values near unity and the fac-

tor 1/l + r reflectsthe essential change in attenua-

tion of Pu gamma rays by the addition of uranium.
239Values of K for the more intense 'Pu gamma

rays and for a range of blending ratios representa-

tive of FFTF and recycle fuels are given in Table

IX. It is clear in Table IX that K, for a particular

gamma ray, is quite insensitive to gross changes

in the fuel blending ratio, so the enrichment-meter

response is directly proportional to 1/1 + r; i. e.. it

will sense variations of either the isotopic enrich-

ment I or the blending ratio r.
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TABLE K

"ENRICHMENT METER" PARAMETERS

239K vs. Blending Ratio, r, for Pu Gamma Rays

Ey(keV)—•

r=4

r=5

r=6

r=30

i.

1.

1.

1.

129

046

048

049

057

1

1

1

1

204

.037

.040

.041

.048

375

1.011

1.013

1.014

1.021

414

.996

.994

. <93

. 9 8 6

1

I

1

451

.998

.000

.001

.008

Concurrent use of one of the uranium gamma

rays could in principle permit monitoring of I (for

thePu isotope of interest) and r independently, pro-

viding the uranium isotopic composition is known.

It is clear that this method will work for blends

such as SE"OR and also perhaps FFTF. FBR etc.,
241assuming that Am radiations do not mask the

relevant plutonium gamma rays. This approach to

'FBR fuel analysis is being actively pursued at the

Nondestructive Assay and Standards Laboratory at

Los Alamos.

Determination of Density Ratios by Gamma-Ray

Transmission Measurements

J. L. Parker

For two-component mixtures or compounds

it is possible in principle to determine the ratio of

the volume densities of the two components by

measuring the transmission of two gamma rays of

different energies. If one considers a mixture of

components one and two for which the mass attenu-

ation coefficients for two gamma rays of energies

ELand EHare n1 L . ^1 H
a n dH-2 L . H2H respectively,

the ratio of the densities of the components is re-

lated to the measured transmission by the following:

L -

where T. and T u are the transmissions for gamma
rays of energies ET and E.., respectively. Of

L li

course i* the thickness of the sample is known the

equations can be solved for the two densities sepa-

rately.

In addition to the statistical accuracy of the

transmission measurements, the accuracy of the

density determination will depend on the accuracy

of the values of n and on their relative values. In

turn the relative values of M- are determined by the

gamma energies chosen and on the atomic numbers

of the two components of the mixture.

The relationships of the various factors in-

fluencing accuracy have not been studied in detail.

However, in recent gamma measurements on a

large quantity of highly enriched UA1X fuel feed

material, the transmission method was. applied to

this rather favorable situation. This material was

a homogeneous powdered alloy of 93% enriched

uranium and aluminum contained in sealed, nested

cans with inner can dimensions 6-3/16 in. diam by

8-3/4 in. high. The cans were generally about half

full so that an open beam ("sample out") measure-

ment could be made through the empty portion of

the cans.

Careful transmission measurements were

made using the 661 keV gamma-ray from a 1.0 mci
137

Cs source and the 1274 keV gamma-ray from a
22

0. 4 mci N& source. The 511 keV gamma rays
22from the Na positron annihilation were not used

because of pair-producticn background generated in
208

the material, notably by 2.6 MeV Tl gamma-

rays from the material and the 1274 keV gamma

rays from the transmission source. The 661 keV

gamma was selected as the low-energy gamma ray

because of the necessity of getting a measurable

transmission through these rather thick cans of

UA1X Since the transmissions were low it was de-

sirable to use the highest tolerable counting rates

for the open-beam ("sample out"> part of the meas-

urement; therefore, source intensity and locations

were adjusted to give * 25,000 sec' gross rate in
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113the Ge(Li) detector. A low-intensity Sn source

(391 keV gamma rays) was positioned near the de-

tector to provide a constant-intensity spectral line

for determination of pile-upcorrections. The open-

beam spectra were necessary, of course, to cancel

the effect of the containers. In addition, a 1/16 in.

lead sheet was used to lower the counting rate from
235the U x-rays and gamma rays.

A 3000-sec sample-in measurement and a

1000-sec open-beam measurement gave sufficient

counts in all peaks of interest to determine T and

T .̂ to better than 0.5% accuracy. The transmission

values obtained, together with the mass attenuation

coefficients used to derive the density ratio, are

given below.

/gm) H. (cm /gm)

6S1 keV
1274 keV

0.0148

0. 0963

0.121

0.062

0. 0747

0.0543

The resulting density ratio P^lp^y i s 2.46, or 71

wt% uranium, which agrees, to within 3-1/2%,

with the reported value of 68. 5%. Because the best

available values of mass attenuation coefficients

are uncertain by a few percent, the agreement is

quite satisfactory.

The measurement just described indicates

that this method canbe useful in selected safeguards

and nondestructive assay applications. A Ge{Ll)

detector is essential to simultaneously resolve the

two transmission gamma rays in the presence of

the many uranium gamma rays. Needless to say,

extreme care must be exercised in the determina-

tion of dead time and pulse pile-up corrections.

Evaluation of Pu Residues

J. L. Parker, T. D. Reilly, M. M. Thorpe, and
R. B. Walton

Group A-l has an ongoing program to meas-
ure the large quantity of ' Pu residues generated
in connection with the SNAP and artificial heart

pump programs at LASL. The material is in some

20 different size containers ranging from 4-in. by

2-in. tall cans to 8-in. by 14-in, tall cans plus some

5- and 10-gallon drums. At the start of the assay

program about 200 of the individual containers were

assayed with aGe(Li) system. A spectrum was ac-

cumulated lor 100 sec with the sample (can) posi-

tioned on a rotating platfcrm, and the areas under
233the 153 keV and 767 keV lines from Pu as well

137

as the 662 keV line from external Cs transmis-

sion sources were obtained from the spectra. The

intensity of the 153 keV line is thirty times that of

the 767 keV line; however, because of its limited

penetrability this 153 keV line was used only when

there was insufficient activity in the 767 keV line.

The sensitivity of the system was 0. 2 g Pu (80%
238

Pu) using the 767 keV activity alone; this was
238extended to . 01 g Pu (80% Pu) using the 153 keV

line. The system was calibrated by counting 0. 1 g

and 0. 5 g vials of PuO (80% Pu). Most of this

material was of low density (contaminated rags,

paper, plastic); gamma transmissions through most

of the cans were 30% or greater for 767 keV; thus

the material was quite amenable to accurate gamma-

ray assay. The total assay required about five

minutes per container.

The accuracy of this assay technique (for

•£" 1 g Pu) is illustrated by data obtained from two

samples of weighed impure oxide residue. These

samples were assigned weighed estimates of 12.4 g

and 2.4 gPu, whilethe gamma assays yielded 12.2 g

and 2.4 g Pu; clearly the assay of inhomogeneous

scrap cannot, in general, be expected to be this

accurate. Unknown to A-l personnel performing

these assays, two waste standards containing known

(weighed) quantities of Pu were fed through the sys-

tem. One containing . 119 g Pu together with alumi-

num nitrate and calcium fluoride in clean cheese-

cloth yielded an assay of. 146 g Pu (~ 23% high).

The other containing a vial with. 102 gPu in a plas-

tic bag yielded . 085 g Pu (- 17% low). These two

assays are based on the activity of the 153 keV line
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and indicate the accuracy which can be expected for

sample masses below "- 0. 2 g Pu.

After counting the incividual containers,

they were loaded into thirteen 30-gal drums. These

drums contained from 2 to 32 separate containers,

chosen such that no drum contained more than 40 g

Pu, The 30-gal drums were then assayed with the
(27)LASL eight-channel Nal barrel scanner ; results

of this assay and a comparison with the piecemeal

Ge(Li) assay are presented in Table X. The assay

results on the 30-gal drums compare well with the

individual package measurements. Since the barrel

scanner accuracy proved quite sufficient for the
no Q

Pu assay program, the remaining material is

being loaded into 30-gal drums and counted in this

configuration. The drums are also counted by a

Ge(Li) detector to check for (a, ny) contamination

which could alter the Nal measurements. To date

about 120 drums have been counted.

TABLE X

COMPARISON OF DRUM ASSAY
AND PIECEMEAL CAN ASSAY

Drum No.

1

2

3

4

5

G

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Number of
Containers
in Barrel

30

32

18

22

O

4

11

13

10

8

J2

9

9

Nal
Barrel Assay

(fiPu)

33.3

. 5

45.3

1.0

34.9

37.9

41.1

38.3

32.9

30.0

30.5

34.1

15.8

Ge(Li)
Piecemeal Assay

(fiPu)

32.7

. 3

39.1

. 6

39.4

39. C

39. 1

32.3

34.5

34.2

26.6

39.6

17.3

Mean

** (a) deviation

Ratio:
Barrel/

Piecemeal

1.02

1.16
*

. 8 9

. 9 6

1.05

1.17

. 9 4

. 8 8

1.15

. 8 6

. 9 1

= 1.00

= .12

The two low level drums are not included in the calculation of CT since the system
was noi set up to measure these low level wastes accurately. These drums were
just measured to check for any gross errors.

This 12% deviation ^consistent with results previously obtained using the Nal
barrel scanner on Pu waste standards.

27 J. L. Parker, T. D. Re illy and R. B. Walton,
LA-4523-MS, p. 29-30 (1970).
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DETECTOR AND INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT

4TT-Neutron Counter for 55-Gallon Barrels

J. E. Foley

Preliminary research on the4TT neutron co-

incidence counter for 5 5-gallon bar rels is complete.

The neutron counting efficiency (for singles) is~ 14%

and the neutron die-away time is •»< 100 jis. The re -

sulting coincidence efficiency, defined as the num-

ber of coincidence counts recorded per fission, is

- 2 % .

Experimental Studies—Non-Hydrogenous Matrices

Fifty-five-gallon barrels were filled with

various matrix materials and the response of the
252counter was measured by placing a Cf sponta-

neous fission source (~ 10 n/sec)at several loca-

rions within the barrel; a typical response is shown

in Fig. 15 for a barrel filled with~ 1000 lbs of

iron. The radial response is seen to be relatively

flat across the barrel, while the axial response de-

creases from center to bottom (or top). Nearly

identical relative spatial responses were obtained

for barrels containing non-hydrogenous materials.

MATRIK MATERIAL ' IKON
(SIMILAR RESULTS FOR GRAPHITE,
FIRE WICK AND RASCHIO RINGS)

•1.00- -1.02-

-090 • oa»

£0.70

although the actual magnitude of the response var-

ied for the different matrix materials, as shown in

Table XI. However, this difference in actual r e -

sponse was eliminated by the "source addition" tech-
jnot

nique developed previously ; these results are

also shown in Table XI. The "source addition"

technique works well for the non-hydrogenous bar-

rels because the response of the detector s i s nearly

constant along any horizontal plane through the bar-

rel; i. e. , a source located just outside the barrel

at the midplane, for example, produces the same

detector response as if that source were located any-

where within the barrel on the same plane. Thus,

a "source addition" on the edge of the barrel prop-

erly samples the matrix material within the barrel

and removes the matrix dependence of the detector

response. In general, of course, the location of Pu

in a waste barrel will not be known, so some uncer-

tainty inthe assay will arise due to spatial variation

of the detector response; it is estimated that such

variations could introduce up to •>• 10% uncertainty

in the assay.

TABLE XI

RESPONSE OF THE 4TT BARREL COUNTER
FOR VARIOUS MATRIX MATERIALS

Normal i?ed

Fig. 15. Spatial response of counter for a 55-
gallon barrel filled with ->- 1000 lbs of iron.

Matrix
Material

Iron

Fire Brick

Graphite

0. 1 g/cm3 CH2

0. 2 g/cm3 CH2

Rags

Empty

Volume-avg,
Response

1. 16

1.06

1. 17

0.82

0.58

0.99

1.00

Response
("Source Addition")

0.98

0.96

0.96

0.98

0.80

0.98

1.00

28 H. O. Menlove, LA-4457-MS, p. 29 (1970).
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Experimental Studies—Hydrogenous Matrices

Initial results were less encouraging for

barrels with hydrogenous matrix materials because

of the large spatial variations in counter response.

This is illustrated in Fig. 16 for a barrel contain-

ing 0. 2 g/cm density CH which shows that the

assay of the amount of Pu in a waste barrel will

depend on the location of the Pu within the barrel.

Spatial variation in detector response will introduce

in this case ~ ± 30% uncertainty in the assay.

Inner Ring of Detectors

Because the case of hydrogenous barrels

presents assay difficulties for neutron coincidence

counting it isdesirableto have a convenient method

oi" distinction between hydrogenous and non-hydrog-

enous barrels. For this purpose an additional ring

of neutron detectors has been added inside the 4n

barrel counter; this "inner ring" consists of 24

1-in. diam by 36-in. long BF -filled detectors, as

shown in Fig. 17. The hydrogenous matrix just

outside the "inner ring" of detectors lowers the

energy of the neutrons leaving the barrel, as com-

pared with a non hydrogenous matrix, thus increas-

MATRIX MATERIAL • CH, (0.2«/cms)

— 1 . 0 0 -

—0.86-

I
•1.28- 1.92

-1.57

Fig. 16. Spatial response of counter for a 55-
gallon barrel filled with 0. 2 g/cm3 density CH,.

_l"DIA.x36"L0NG BF,
DETECTORS (INNER RING)

Cd LAYERS

2"0IA.*36"LONG BF-
DETECTORS IN 4* s J
THICK CK ANNULUS
DEECTORS IN 4
THICK CKg ANNULUS
(OUTER RING)

Fig. 17. New configuration of 4TT barrel counter.

ing the response of the inner ring of bare BF_ de-

tectors. A ratio of the counting rates of the inner

ring of detectorsto the "outer ring" (the2-in. diam

BF,-filled detectors in theCH- annulus that forms

the actual 4TT barrel counter) gives a measure of

the amount of hydrogenous material in the barrel

under investigation; i. e. , the two rings of detec-

tors act as a crude neutron spectrometer. Meas-

ured inner/outer ratios are shown in Table XTJ.

TABLE XH

4TT BARREL COUNTER;
INNER/OUTER DETECTOR RATIOS
FOR VARIOUS MATRIX MATERIALS

Matrix Inner/Outer Ratio

Empty

Iron

Rags

0.1 g/cm3

0. 2 g/cm3
C H 2
C H 2

1.00

1.10

1.72

4.60
6-6V
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IX

Waste barrels having an inner/outer raticlessthan

~4 should result in assay accuracies within-*- ± 10%;

higher ratios would imply a large amount of hydrog-

enous material in the barrel and additional measure-

ments might be required to provide an adequate

assay result.

Cosmic Ray-Induced Neutron Backgrounds

For the large 4n barrel counter the counting

rate of neutrons produced by cosmic ray interac-
(29) and CH mod-tions with the water shield tank

erator annulus in the 4TT barrel counter is-*- 12 cps,

and the resulting coincidence background rate is

•>• 0. 5 cps (10Q (is gate width); this rate is equiva-

lent to the coincidence rate from a ~50 mg sample
240

"f Pu. These results are consistent with meas-

urements reported by Montgomery and Tohey

on the production rate of neutrons in paraffin by

cosmic rays at mountain altitudes.

In the MONAL at Cincinnati, Ohio, (alti-

tude "- 500 ft) measurements were made with the

4n (1 gallon) can counter to compare cosmic ray

background at low altitudes to that at Los Alamos,

N. M. (7200 ft). The coincidence background at

Cincinnati, a-s determined by measuring the cos-

mic ray neutron production from a standard lead

brick (2x4x8 in, ), was 1/6 the rate at Los Alamos.

The coincidence background, at low altitudes, in

the 55-gai barrel counter would be equivalent to
240

less than 10 mg of Pu; thus cosmic ray back-

grounds generally will not pose any significant

problem for practical assay usingthe 55-gai barrel

counter.
Detector Die-Away Time

D. B. Smith

The fraction of counts collected in a detec-

tor in a given time is of considerable interest in

the design of counting systems for pulsed-source

29

30

cf. Figure 24, p. 19. LA-4523-MS (1970).

C. G. Montgomery and A. R. Tobey, Phys. Rev.
76, 1478 (1949).

detector experiments. A calculated curve show-

ing the fraction of counts collected, as a function of

time in a 1-in. diam by 24-in. long, 4-atm He

counter surrounded by a 1/2-in. thick sleeve of
(3 1)CH has been presented .

If the time to capture two thirds of the total
counts in a detector system is chosen asthedetec-
tor "die-away time, "the He counter + 1/2-in. CH
system has a calculated die-away ime of 17.5 jisec.
An experimental measurement of a neutron detec-
tor containing 1-in. diam by 24-in. long, 4-atm
3

He counters each surrounded by approximately

1/2-in. CH. gava a die-away time of 18 jisec.

Thus the Monte Carlo cod? modified to tally neu-

tron captures appears to produce good results.

The calculations have been extended to in-

clude CH2 sleeves ranging from 1/8-in. thick to

1-in. thick in order to investigate the effect on die-

Fig. 18. Neutron capture as a function of time in
a i-in. diam ^He counter surrounded by various
thicknesses of CHg. The individual points are ex-
perimental measurements for estimated 3/16-in.
CH, and 1/2-in. CH_.

31 D. B. Smith. LA-4523-MS, p. 21 (1970).
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away time of the CH, moderator surrounding the

counter, The resulting curves giving fraction-of-

counts vs time are shown in Fig. 18. The calcula-

ted die-away times range from 8 usec to"- 32 usec.

Analytical Study on Design of Neutron Coincidence

Counters, J. E. Foley

For coincidence counting of Pu samples

which have especially high (a, n) background activity

it is desirable to calculate the effects of die-away

time and counter efficiency on the assay time to

reach a desired precision. Calculations were per-

formed for the practical problem of assaying a 1 g
240

Pu sample (having a high (a, n) background) to a

precision of 5% at the 1 a level. The count rate of

the coincidence sealer of the 4n can counter (singles

efficiency = 8%, decay time = 18 us) was assumed

to be 5% larger than the count rate of the random

sealer. The pre-gate delay of the coincidence unit

was assumed to be set at 2 hisec an-> the gate width

of the coincidence unit was always set equal to the

neutron die-away time of the counter. Figure 19

4 • • K>

DETECTOR EFFICIENCY OB
240Fig. 19. Assay time for a 1 g sample of Pu

for various values of detector efficiency and die-
away time.

illustrates the results oi this study; reference point

(plotted as a solid circle) corresponds to the meas-

ured efficiency and die-away time of the 4TT can

counter, which has been utilized extensively with

MONAL for the assay of both Pu and U.

For the particular case being analyzed here
240(i. e., assay of 1 g Pu to 5%precision) the assay

time would be ~ 5500 sec. By drawing a horizontal

line through the reference point in Fig. 19itispo&-

sible to define an isochronal line (line of constant

assay time) for various detector efficiencies and

die-away times (cf. Fig. 20). For example. Fig.

20 indicates that a counter having an efficiency of

10% and a die-away time of ~ 30 us is equivalent to

the 4ncan counter. The region to the left of the

isochronal line corresponds to longer assay time

and to the right of the line corresponds to reduced

assay time. For a given counter efficiency an op-

timum die-away time exists which results in the

2 4 6 S K>
DETECTOR EFFICJENCYflQ

12

Fig. 20. Isochronal line and detector efficiency
curve for neutron coincidence counters.
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6000

1 -

8 12 16 20 24 28
DIE AWAY TIME (,i»)

Fig. 21. Assay time as a function of neutron die-
away time. Detector efficiency is 8%.

minimum assay time, as illustrated by Fig. 21 for

a counter with an efficiency of 8%. Two important

facts are illustrated by these curves:

1. an increase ia efficiency for a fixed

die-away time always reduces the

assay time; or conversely, the assay

time will always increase if individ-

ual detectors are removed from a

coincidence counter, and

2. a decrease in the die-away time r e -

duces the assay time; however, the

die-away time should not be re -

duced below "•- twice the pre-gate

delay time or the assay time will

increase.

Also plotted in Fig. 20 are estimates of the effi-

ciency and die-away time of c He detector sur-

rounded by layers of various thickness of CHr|.

The die-away times were calculated by the time-

dependent Monte Carlo code TDMC, while the effi-

ciencies were estimated from experimental meas-

0.2 o.4 as as
{RANDOM/COINCIDENCE) RATIO

Fig. 22. Assay time as a function of the ratio of
random sealer count rate to coincidence sealer
count rate.

urements. The reference point in Fig. 20, which

corresponds to the 4n can counter, is equivalent to

a 1-in. diam 4-atm He detector surrounded by a

1/2 in. thick layer of CH . An increase in the

amount of CH increases both the efficiency and

the die-away time, but in many cases the increase

in efficiency overrides the generally undesirable

increase in die-away time.

The presence of high (a,n) activity in Pu sam-

ples greatly increases the assay time, as illustrated

by Fig. 22. The assay time for a 1-g sample of
240

Pu is shown as a function of the ratio of the

count rate in the random gate sealer to the count

rate in the coincidence gate sealer. When this

ratio is small the assay time (5% precision) is only

a few minutes, but when the ratio is large (•»• 0. 95)

the assay time is greater than 1-1/2 hours—afactor

of ~ 30 increase.
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Ge(Li) Detector Recovery

L. V. East

A blockage in the liquid nitrogen filling col-

lar of one of the Ge(Li) detector dewars resulted

in an inadvertent warm-up of the detector and con-

sequent loss of resolution. The detector was re-

covered by a "clean-up" drift done at temperatures

between •»• 10*C and ~-20°Cover a two-day period.

This procedure was carried out without removing

the germanium crystal from the cryostat. Prior

to the warm-up, this detector was capable of a r e s -

olution of about 3. 2 keVfor 1.33 MeV gamma rays;

after recovery, the resolution improved to 2.8 keV.

The performance of .two other detectors that

had exhibited increased leakage currents over a

period of a few months was improved by baking out

the cryostats with a heat gun and hot water bath

while pumping on them with a cold-trapped vacuum

pump.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Assay of Spent Power Reactor Fuel Elements:

Analysis

C. R. Weisbin and M. M. Thorpe

It has already been established that the de-

layed neutron yield technique provides a practical

method for quantitative assay of the fissile content
(32!

of irradiated fuel of the MTR type. The mas-
OS)

sive Pb shielding cask as well as the extreme-

ly high gamma radiation fields from spent fuel do

not pose any serious problems for pulsed neutron

interrogation; in fact, the Pb shield enclosure aug-

ments the interrogating neutron flux via (n, 2n) re -

actions and neutron in-scattering. The delayed
(32)neutron yield technique as described previously

(i. e . , employing a fixed single energy for the in-

terrogating neutrons) measures the total fissile

content and does not, per se, distinguish between

the different fissile components present in spent

fuel. However one can deduce, analytically, use-

ful relations between the various species present

through judicious examination of the transmutation

equations. Evidence that these relationships ac-

tually exist in practical reactor situations has been

32 R. H. Augustson, C. N. Henry, and C. R.
Weisbin, LA-4523-MS, pp. 4-6 (1970).

(34)reported by Lacey and Radcliffe whose results

were obtained from chemical analysis of individual

fuel rods located near the core center. Schneider

et al and Goldstein indicate similar isotopic

correlations, even when the data are obtained from

batch dissolution of several assemblies.

A promising combined experimental—ana-

lytical approach to nondestructive assay of spent

reactor fuel has been under investigation at LASL

for some time, and it now appears that a delayed-

neutron yield measurement of total fissile content

of spent fuel applied to individual fuel elements be-

fore they enter the batch dissolver tank, combined

with isotope correlation calculations appropriate

to each individual fuel element, can provide a r e -

liable and accurate means of assaying (or deter-

mining burnup of) spent reactor fuel.

Consider the grossly over—simplified case

of a spent reactor fuel element containing only two

34

35

33 .
ibid, p. 5, Fig. 4.

36

P. G. Lacey and R. E. Radcliffe. WCAP-6077.
p. 7 (1966).

R. A. Schneider, D. E. Christensen, and D. P.
Granquist, BNWL-SA-3304, p. 4 ff. (1970); see
also D. E. Christensen, R. P. Matsen, R. A.
Schneider, and W. C, Wolkenhauer, BNWL-
1473. p. 6 ff. (1970).

R. Goldstein, Trans. Am. Nucl. Sec. 13, 478
(1970).
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235 239

fissionable isotopes, IT and Pu; assume fur-

ther that the burnup of U is negligible. (Neither

of these assumptions are crucial to the development
which follows.) Then, if the decay times of

239

239
U

239and Np are short compared to the irradiation

the relevant equat

depletion/production are

235 239
times, the relevant equations for U and Pu

dN
25

dt
(r,t) = -N2 5(r.t) /"cp(r.E.t)a25(E)dE (1)

and

^ — (r.t) = -N4 9(r,t) f'J>{v, E.t)o4r/(E)dE
dt — J — K

+ N"

Thus, ihe time dependence of the respective atomic
X

species, N , has been expressed in terms of pro-

duction and loss rates involving the flux cc and cross

sections n. Solving both equations for the inte-

grated flux-time product, or fluence, and elimi-

nating this quantity to obtain the desired relation
239 235

between Pu and U yields:

N**9(r.t)

N28(r)

N28(r)o —

Tha notation used is:

x

(3)

_
" (r. i) - group averaged removal or cap-
R or c

ture cross section for nuclide x,

which is a function of position

and time through the position and

time dependence of the flux used

as the weighting function.
Nx(r) - initial atom density of nuclide x.

is a function of position in the

reactor (r) and the time of irra-

diation (t).

Note that this formulation has specifically allowed

for the possibility of recycled fuel. The crucial

assumption made in the development of Eq. (3) is

that the group averaged cross sections are slowly

varying functions of tim;>. This condition is known

to h
239,

235 238
to hold true for ' If and " U, but not for the

Pu cross section, which is a sensitive function

of time. Fortunately, however, if one defines the
235

1/ depletion.

D 2 5 - I - N

then Eq. (3) can be reduced to:

N49(r, t) 2>
'f(r)

25
-40 25>
R ' R

R

. - 2

+ . . .

7 (

-TO25

-49 -49 _ - 2 5 , 5
R ' R R (D^ )

- 49

(4)

235
Thus to first order the Pu/U ratio vs ' U deple-

230
tion is independent of the Pu removal cross

section. Physically, this would suggest that the
239buildup of Pu from capture in the large quantity

U present is much greater than the loss of
9 0 0

N (r.t) - atom density of nuclide x which

of
239

Pu due to removal. For small depletions the
25

slope of the Pu/U vs D curve should be a con-
stant, namely cr /<* . Thus the assumption that
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239
one can express the relation between Pu and
235

"U in terms of cross sections which are not sen-

sitive functions of time appears to be reasonable,

and is being verified quantitatively. Similarly, the

dependence of the averaged cross sections on the

spectral and spatial variations of neutron flux in

representative reactor regions is being studied.

The time inrensitivity just mentioned has important

practical ran if ications in that nondestructive assay

of spent reac.or fuel elements could be performed

indejpendently of the operating history of the reactor.

However, it is important to note that a set of reli-

able gruup cross sections must be generated for

each fuel type and loading pattern in order to ac-

curately reflect the Doppler and self-shielding

character is tics of the reactor. This analytical

approach is being applied to a commercial power

reactor fuel assembly (Consolidated Edison Indian

Point II Reactor).

The ultimate aim of this program at LASL

on spent fuela^say is to combine the proven method

of delayed neutron assay for determining total fis-

sile content with the relatively straightforward

analytical approach outlined herein for determining

the relative amounts of the major fissile species
239 235

(mainly ' Pu and U) and, using this combined
experimental-analytical approach, to develop a

practical instrumented method for determining

the inventory of major fissile species (and burnup)

in spent power reactor fuels.

Photopeak Analysis Program for the PDP-9/L

Computer

L. V. East

A program is being developed for use on

the PDP-9/L.computer-based data acquisition sys-

tem to do complete photopeak analysis on complex

gamma-ray spectra. It is intended that the pro-

gram will have the following capabilities:

1. Search data stored on DEC tape by

the puJse-height data acquisition

programs for specific regions of

interest.

2. Automatically find peaks that are

present in the data.

3. Fit up to three unresolved peaks

with an analytic function.

4. Perform energy calibrations taking

into account ADC nonlinearity.

5. Allow the operator to take an active

role in the analysis, if desired, by

use of the display and light pen, the

functional control panel, as well as

the teletype.

Obviously a single program to perform all of the

above functions could not be accommodated by the

limited memory (8196 words) of the PDP-9/L.

Therefore an overlay technique is being used (sys-

tem programs CHAIN and EXECUTE) to build the

program in segments or "links" that can be called

from DEC tape as required.

A routine to perform the peak fitting has

been written and is being tested on actual gamma-

ray data. This routine fits up to three Gaussian

functions plus a linear or exponential background

function to input data using the method of weighted

least-squares. That is, the expression

Q = Y w.tYs - f(x,a)]2 . (i)

where

Y. = the i th data point,

w . = weight of the i data point,

f(x, a) = an analytic function with

parameters a . . .a l r | ,

is minimized by determining the appropriate val-

ues for the a's.

The usual method of attacking such a prob-

lem is to set the first derivatives of Q with res-

pect to the a's equal to zero and solving the result-

ing equations for the a 's. In this instance the

resulting equations are nonlinear and a simple

method of solution does not exist. In such instances

an iterative technique known as the Gauss method

which linearizes the function f(x,a) by means of a
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truncated Taylor series is usually used to arrive

at an estimate of the values of the parameters.

However, there exists another apparently

little-used method of estimating the parameters
(37) and more re-

(38)
described in 1959 by Nierenberg

cently (although less clearly) by Duane.'""' In

this method, one again uses an iterative scheme

to arrive at the values of the parameters that min-

imize Q in Eq. (1). Denoting the trial values of

the parameters by a., then the next trial values

are a.-Aa., where the Aa. are the solutions of the

linear equations

(2)

It would appear that this method should exhibit

better convergence characteristics than the Gauss

method sin.'e an approximation to the function

f(x»a) in Eq. \\) is not required. It does, however,

require the soirewhat lengthy evaluation of the sec-

ond partial derivatives of Q with respect to the a..

In anticipation of better convergence char-

acteristics of this latter method, it was used in

the fitting routine rather than the Gauss method.

The method does indeed converge well, even when

as many as twelve parameters (three Gaussian

functions with three parameters each plus three

background parameters) are allowed to vary. It

is, of course, consideratey slower in terms of

computer time required than the Gauss method

37

38

W. A. Nierenberg, "A Method of Minimizing a
Function of n Variables", UCRL-3816 Rev (1959).

B. H. Duane. "Maximum Likelihood Nonlinear
Correlated Fields:", BNWL-390 (1967).

would have been, but this is not considered a prob-

lem in the present application. A fit may require

as little as a few seconds to as much as a couple

of minutes on the PDP-9/L computer, depending

on the number of data points used and the number

of parameters varied.

A routine has also been written to perform

energy calibrations by making a polynomial least-

squares fit to calibration peak positions in a given

pulse-height spectrum. Work is now starting on

routines to search for peaks, display the data and

fits. etc.

Computer-Based Data Acquisition System

L. V. East and R. U. Augustson

The installation and testing of a eomputer-

compatable magnetic tape system on the PDP-9/L

computer was completed duringthis reporting per-

iod. The software required for reading tapes gen-

erated by our Geoscience pulse-height analyzers

or the CDC-6600 computers at the LASL central

computing facility has not yet been completed.

However, the tape unit can be used with the exist-

ing PDP-9/L System Software for internal data

storage and retrieval.

A compact 200 line-per-minute printer was

also installed and is now operational. The use of

this printer has greatly reduced the time required

for program and output listings. Previously, all

listings had to be done on a Teletype printer.

Several general-use programs have been

developed, including a "bootstrap" routine that will

interchange data acquisition programs between core

memory and DEC tape without disturbing the data

region of memory.



MOBILE NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY LABORATORY (MONAL)

MONAL Field Deployment and Logistics

J. H. Menzel, B. R. Dennis (ENG-6), and D. E.

Heifer

After successful completion of MONAL's

first field deployment at the DowChemicalCompany

Plutonium facility, (39) Rocky Flats, Colo.. MONAL

returned to LASL for refurbishing, system instal-

lations and equipment modifications. Portions

of an extension enclosure for the rear equipment

room were installed and the large-sample handling

system was modified to accommodate a. greater

variety of 55-gallon drum configurations.

On November fi, 1970, MONAL arrived at

the Feed Materials Production Center, National

Lead Company of Ohio (NLO), Cincinnati, to assay

UC. UOn. and UQO_ scrap
99^

10% - U enrichment)
in various fuel rods, pellets, and incinerator ash.

The 1500 mile journey, plus set-up of MONAL at

NLO, c?id not present any significant logistics prob-

lems. Vibration fatigue during transit did cause

some hairline cracks in several thin-walled stain-

less steel vacuum seals of the neutron generator,

but these were repaired by the manufacturer and

returned to the MONAL within a few days. Figure

23 shows the MONAL deployed adjacent to the scrap

recovery plant at the NLO facility. Results of vari-

ous nondestructive assay measurements at NLO are

summarized in the following sections.

MMttE WKOKTWCTIVf ASSAY UMfWTOW

g- 23. MONAL in service at the National Lead Company of Ohio, Fernald {near Cincinnati), Ohio.

39 LA-4523-MS, pp. 2fi-32 (1970).
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Neutron Coincidence Assay of K-25 Residues at

MONAL - NLO. J. E. Foley

Recovery cans of enriched-U residues (£10%

isotopic enrichment) from the K-25 enrichment

plant are routinely shipped from Oak Ridge to NLO

for recovery. These "K-25 cans" were assayed

nondestructively in MONAL by detecting prompt

neutrons (from U spontaneous fission) using

LASL's 4n neutron-coincidence "can counter".

Coincidence counting is attractive for this problem

as it allows separation of true fission events from

random background neutrons. The spontaneous
238fission rate of ' U is low, ~ 0. 006 fissions/g-

sec, so coincidence counting is possible when assay

samples contain a few hundred grams or more of
2 3 8 u.

The K-25 cans were 6-1/4 in. diameter by

15-1/4 in. long and were assayed using the "stand-

ard" configuration of the 4n can counter, consist -
3

ing of 18 one-inch-diameter He detectors with an

active length of 20 in.

The heavy K-25 cans, typical V weight of

25 lbs, were counted for 200 sec, giving a standard

deviation for the assay of ~ 5%. The light-weight

cans, having typical SS values of 2 lbs, were counted

for 1000 sec, resulting in standard deviations of

~ 10- 15%. Corrections for the effects of matrix

materialinthe cans onthe response of the detector

were made by means of the "source addition" tech-
(41) 252 4

nique using a very small Cf source <•»• 10

neutrons/sec). The "matrix correction" of the

various cans ranged from zero to 25%.

A standard sample, used for calibrating the

system, was supplied by LASL and consisted of a

small can (4-1/4 in. diam x G in. long) containing
2707 g of UO (natural enrichment). This standard

2
gave a coincidence counting rate of ~ 0. 40 counts/

sec and was counted to a precision of ~ 3%.

40

41

H. O. Menlove anJ R. B. Walton, LA-4457-MS,
p. 27 (1970).

ibid. p. 29.

Nondestructive assay results onthe K-25 cans

are shown in Table XFJI. The assay indicated a total
23 8cf 1118 lbs of U in the 72 cans, compared with

the assigned value of 1078 lbs. This amounts to a

difference of •»- 3.5% on the total inventory: however

some large differences were found for individual

cans. The light weight cans show more percentage

variation between the assigned values and the as-

sayed values than do the heavy cans. A typical ex-

ample is Can 11556 (enrichment 2.6910%) r-here

the assigned weight is 1.11 lbs while the assay value

is (2.8 i 0.3) lbs. In this example the assigned
nog

amount of U is almost certainly incorrect since,

under the conditions of the neutron coincidence

measurement method, it would be extremely diffi-

cult to obtain an assay value significantly larger

than the actual value. Another example isCan 11568

(enrichment 4.2110%); the assigned amount is 0. 34
238lbs of U, whereas the assay value is an order

of magnitude greater, (3. 8 ± 0. 4) lbs. In this case

itisdifflcult to explain how the expected coincidence

counting rate could have been increased by a factor

of 10 over the assigned amount of U. Mere again

one is forced to conclude that the assigned weight of
238

U in Can 11558 is grossly in error.

It appears that the "source adc'Hion" tech-

nique does not make a large enough correction for

matrix material effects in the heaviest cans. For

example the heaviest can of the entire lot (Can
'̂ 38

L-8021-!) was stated to contain 66. 6 lbs of " U.

whereas the assay indicated 78 lbs. But the total

weight of the entire can was just 78 lbs, so the

assay value must be high. The matrix correction

factor, as determined by the "source addition"

technique for Can L-8021-1 was large (•*• 25"?v, the

largest value for any of the 72 cans) but it clearly

was not sufficiently large inthis particular instance

(albeit perhaps a somewhat extreme case).

Practical experience with MONAL at NLO

has demonstrated that neutron coincidence counting
238

of typical K-25 residue cans to determine U

content is simple, rapid and straightforward. How-
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TABLE XIII

NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY OP SEALED CANS

OF K-25 ENRICHED-U RESIDUES

Ident.
No. of

K-25 Can

11552
B - l
11523
11509
11503

11520
11510
L-9175
11514
11524

11515
U5°6
11518
11499
11501

115C8
11519
U525
11521
11554

11527
11507
11516
11551
11553

11517
11574
11580
11528
L-8021-1

11575
11529
11513
11577
11555
11551

Stated
I.sotopic

Enrichment

1.0720
1. 1580
1. 2558
1.3072
1.4646

1.4727
1.4838
1.5000
1.5572
1.5535

1. 5944
1. 5984
i. 6238
1. 6450
1. 65 17

1. 7091
1. 7220
1.7702
1.8018
1.8150

1.8436
1. 9065
1.9215
1. 9490
1.9680

1.9735
1. 9820
2. 1170
2. 1571
2. 1770

2. 1970
2.2668
2. 3345
2. 3400
2.3700
2.3742

Stated
SS

Value
(lbs)

5.76
9.35

30.56
28.63
24.81

29. 12
25.44

1.33
28.50
26.91

24. 17
29.47
27.20
25.91
28.91

23. 16
25.41
30.57
27.31

2. 18

29.20
29.43
27.56

1.91
2.31

27.47
1.69
0,54

27.67
68. 11

4.50
27. 15
28.75

1.70
1.85

22.70

Indi-
cated
238l;

(lbs)

5.70
9.24

30. 18
28.26
24.45

28.69
25.06

1.31
28.06
26.49

23.78
29.00
26.76
25.48
28.43

22.76
24. 97
30.03
26.82

2. 14

28.66
28.87
27.03

1.87
2.26

26.93
1.66
0.53

27.07
66.63

4.40
26.54
28.08

1.66
1.81

22. 16

238 5j b y

Neutron
Assay
(lbs)

6 . 2
9 .5

30
32
26

29
27

0.-9
30
27

22
29
24
25
30

23
23
32
28

4 . 7

30
29
26

2.2
3 . 0

27
1.4
0 .8

26
78

2 . 6
27
28

0 . 8
0 .8

25

Ident.
No. of

K~25 Can

11562
L-3048-1
L-3048-2
11556
." 1564

11558
11522
11561
11582
11573

11547
11565
11511
11531
11579

11546
11578
11560
11557
11563

11572
1J571
11559
X-4151-1
X-4151-2

X-4151-3
11569
11532
11540
11548

11536
11568
11506
11537
11530
11549

Stated
Isotopic

Enrichment

2.4394
2,4770
2.4770
2.6910
2.6990

2.7130
2.7245
2. 7960
2.8750
2. 9130

2. 9308
3. 0220
3. 0413
3.0510
3.0820

3. 1362
3. 1370
3. 1620
3. 1810
3. 1890

3.2230
3. 2890
3.3350
3.3370
3.3370

3.3370
3.3980
3.7290
3.8270
4.0930

4.1100
4.2110
4.3530
4. 4340
4.7752
4.9550

Stated
SS

Value
(lbs)

22,23
31.73
18.88
1. 14
1.31

0.82
30. 12
0.38
0.59
1.81

30.33
0.83

25. 15
2.93
0.48

25.66
0.54
0.65
0.39
0,63

2. 11
I. 19
0.87

39.44
33.83

27.70
1.96
0.78
1.54
1.90

0.46
0.35
6.27
1.04

28.50
0.90

Indi-
cated
238 u
(lbs)

21.74
30.94
18.41
1. 11
1.27

0.80
29.30
0.37
0.57
1.76

29.44
0.80

24.39
2.84
0.47

24.86
0.52
0.63
0.38
0.61

2.04
1. 15
0.84

38. 12
32.70

26.78
1.89
0.94
1.48
1.82

0.44
0.34
6. 0C
0.99

27. 14
0.86

2 3 8 u t

Neutrc
Assaj
(lbs)

24
31
18
2 . 8
1. 1

1.2
29
0.5
0.8
2. 1

29.0
0.8

24
3 . 2
0 . 5

24
0 . 8
0 . 7
1.0
0.3

1.7
1.9
1. 1

42
35

29
0.9
1.3
1.7
1.2

0.6
3.8
5.9
0.9

28
1.1
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ever one note of caution must be stressed: in con-

trast to coincidence counting of Pu, which has the
240

Pu passive neutron signature, uranium does not

have a usable penetrating passive signature for

screening large assay samples to ensure criticality

safety of the sample when placed in a given coinci-

dence counter geometry. It is therefore of the ut-

most importance to evaluate criticality safety and

establish rigid handling procedures and/or approp-

riate screening measurements prior to inserting a

uranium sample into a reflecting neutron counter,

in order to ensure criticality safety under all

circumstances.
235

U Enrichment Measurements on K-25 Residues
at MQNAL - NLO. J. L. Parker

The K-25 cans referred to in the preceed-

ing section (mostly incinerator oxides) were re-

ported to be in the 1 to 5% enrichment range. The

cans (6.0 in. O. D. x 15 in. high with contents

bagged inside can) were in most cases sufficiently

full that tumbling them produced only minor mixing

of the contents. About half of the 72-can lot was

reported to be * 80 wt% uranium, in which range
(42)the MONAL enrichment meter concept works

very well. Accordingly it was decided to investigate

some of the ^80-wt% cans of residue.

In order to sample as much of the area of

the cans as possible in a single count, cans were

positioned ~ 12 in. above theGe(Li) detector so that

the entire top or bottom of the can was viewed by

the detector. This particular "enrichment meter"

configuration was calibrated using two standard

cans of U O prepared at LASL. The calibration
o 8

cans were of 10. 06% and 0. 75% (normal) enrich-

ment. Correction was made for the difference in

area betweenthe K-25 cans and the calibration cans.

The area under the 185 keV gamma ray peak from
235

U was measured using a spectrum stripping

routine developed for the Hewlett Packard calcula-

tor interfaced directly to the Hewlett Packard-

5401-B multichannel analyzer in the MONAL. A

five minute count produced 1% or better statistical

counting accuracy on even the lower-enrichment

residues.
5,35

A total of 17 cans were checked for U

isotopic enrichment at both the top and bottom of

each can. The results are listed in Table XIV. It is

apparent that for a large fraction of the cans tha
235

U enrichment is not uniform throughout the con-

tainer ana that the K-25 highly precise isotopic

enrichment value (quoted on each can label to five
(43)significant figures ) could apply only to a small

sampling of the complete contents of the can.

Assuming that all the K-25 cans checked are in fact

s 80 wt% uranium, the gamma-ray measurements

should not exhibit an uncertainty of more than ± 5%.

TABLE XIV

"ENRICHMENT METER" MEASUREMENTS' ON
SEALED CANS OF K-25 ENRICHED-U RESIDUES

Gamma Ray Gamma Ray
Can Reported Isotopic, Isotopic,

Number Isotopic TOD Bottom

42 T. D. Reilly. R. B. Walton, and ,1. L. Parker.
"The "Enrichment Meter"—A Simple Method for
Measuring Isotopic Enrichment", this report.

B-1

11523

11514

L-8021-1

11529

11562

L-3048-1

11522

11573

11547

11511

11531

6730

4151-1

11506

11530

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

3.

4,

4.

,1580

2558

5572

1770

2668

4394

4770

7295

9130

9308

0413

0510

1362

3370

3530

7752

1.

1.

1.

2.

3.

2.

2.

2.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

5.

2.

,3

.3

2

0

3

5

5

6

7

7

8

7

8

3

7

1

1.2

1.6

2.2

2.1

1.9

2.6

2.7

13.2

1.5

15.5

1.7

4.1

18.1

3.8

7.7

1.9

43 cf. Table XIII. previous section.
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Cans 6730, 11522, and 11511 were sub-

jected to a more detailed axial scan along their

length and in each case at least two zones of dis-

tinctly different enrichment were found.

To check tl is (completely unexpected) j«ial

dependence of enrichment. Can 11547 was opened

(with a can opener) and a core sample was taken

by the NLO Analytical Group and destructively

analyzed. Seven separate core samples were taken

along the axial length of the can and were analyzed

by mass spectrometry; the results confirmed the

clear stratifications of enrichment as had been de-

termined earlier by the MONAL enrichment meter.

Mass spectrometric and enrichment meter results

were in good agreement, i. e., at the +op and bot-

tom positions of Can 11547, measured isotopic

enrichment values were: Top: enrichment meter -

2. 70 ± . 15%, mass spectrometer - 2. 683 ± . 002%:

Bottom: enrichment meter - 15. 5 ± . 7%, mass

spectrometer - 15. 23 ± . 08%. This demonstrated

ability of the gamma ray "enrichment meter" to

measure rapidly and accurately the " U isotopic

enrichment in hermetically sealed cans of K-25

residue provides another practical example of the

great usefulness of nondestructive assay methods

in nuclear materials inspection, accountability and

control.

Fuel Rod, Enrichment Assay at MONAL - NLO

T. D. Reilly and R. B. '.Vaiton

The gamma ray "enrichment meter" de-
(44)

scribed earlier in this report was used in the

MONAI. to assay a variety of reactor fuel rods

awaiting recovery at NLO. The measurements

were made with a 2-in. by 1/2-in. thick Nal de-

tector and a portable electronics unit containing

a high voltage supply, linear amplifier, single

channel analyzer, and sealer. The 185 keV activ-
235ity from U is superimposed on aCompton back-

ground due largely to higher energy gamma rays
2S8from v U. To separate the 185 keV signal from

this background, two counts were taken, one with

a "window" centered on 185 keV, and the other

channel set just above thisto correct fortheComp-

ton background. Two rods having known enrich-

ments (9. 86% and 1. U0%, respectively) were used

to calibrate the system; a single enrichment meas-
235

urement took five minutes. U enrichment r e -

sults for a variety of fuel rods (lengths varying

from 2 ft to 10 ft) are presented in Table XV.

Enrichment Assay of Westinghouse UO Pellets

(at MONAL - NLO). J. L. Parker

The extensive NLO inventory also included

several lots of UO9 fuel pellets (stored in drums

awaiting reprocessing). From previous samplings

NLO materials management people suspected that

at least one lot had an admixture of 3">* pellets

among the reported 4% material: NLO therefore

TABLE XV

ENRICHMENT METER MEASUREMENTS

ON POWER REACTOR FUEL RODS

Fuel Rod
O. D. (in.)

.378

.374

.677

.677

.546

.750

1.50

2.75

Stated
Enrichment

(% 235U)

4.96

9.58

6.50

6.59

3.40

2. 55

2.55

2.55

Measured
Enrichment

(%>

4.90±

9.24±

6.47 ±

6.49±

3.31 ±

2. 51 ±

2. 72 ± .

2. 78 ± ,

std.

. 1 0

.15

. 13

. 1 3

. 1 0

. 10

. 11

. 15

mean =
dev. =

^meas
Eknown

. 9 9

. 9 6

1.00

. 9 8

.97

. 9 8

1.07

1.09

1.00
.045

44 T. D. Reilly. R. B. V'alton and J. L. Parker,
Ref. 42, this report.

Quoted errors are due to counting statistics
only; possible uncertainties in cladding thick-
ness of sortve rods not included.
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suggested that LASL look at the average isotopic

enrichment of the 16 Jrums in one suspect lot using

the MONAL's passive gamma ray "enrichment

meter".

All drums were 2-gallon cardboard con-

tainers having an o . D. of 9. 85 in. There were in

general 20 to 40 lbs of pellets per container, fill-

ing them to a depth of 1-1/2 to 3 in. Each pellet

weighed ~ 0.025 lb (11 g) so that each drum con-

tained on the order of 1300 pellets.

In order to get a good average measure-

ment of this rather lumpy (and probably isotopi-

cally heterogeneous) sample, the entire bottom

surface of a drum was viewed with the Ge(Li) de-

tector. Three counts were taken on each drum

with the contents being well mixed (by tumbling

the drums) between counts. The drums were set

~ 26 in. above the detector to reduce count rates

to reasonable levels and to minimize solid angle
2

(1/r ) effects. Five minute counts gave a statis-

tical accuracy of 1% at the 1^ level.

Two drums were provided as standards,

one of 4. 1% pellets and one from a different lot

which had been sampled and measured at 3. 1%.

It turned out however that the 4. 1% standard pre-

dicted the 3. 1% standard to be only 2. 8%. As a

result all eight drums from the "3. 1%" lot were

also examined.

Distinct variations in measured average

enrichment were obtained among the drums in both

lots. In the nominal 4% lot the mass-averaged iso-

topic enrichment from gamma-ray assay was 3.92%

with variations from 3. 7% to 4. 0%. In the nominal

3. 2% lot the mass-averaged enrichment was 2.99%,

with variations from 2. 65% to 3. 2%.

The uncertainty of the gamma-ray measure-

ments is ~± 2% of the measured value. The largest

sources of uncertainty are variations (< ± l%)inthe

area of the bottom surface of the drums and possible

variations (< * 2%) due to imperfect averaging over

the pellet mixture arising from possible localized

admixtures of low-enrichment, pellets.

IMPROVEMENTS IN VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR FACILITY

FOR EXTENSIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY APPLICATIONS

A. E. Evans, M. S. Krick" and J. J. Malanify

Over a span of several months the A-1 Van

de Graaff accelerator facility has been improved

and upgraded specifically for the safeguards pro-

gram at LASL; this facility now provides a unique

national capability for rapid, accurate nondestruc-

tive assay using active interrogation with mono-

energetic neutrons or fast neutrons with desired

energy spectra. This capability coupled with A - l ' s
(45)dedicated PDP-9/L computer ' for direct on-line

data reduction, will undoubtedly be one of the most

important assay tools in LASL's new Nondestruc-

tive Assay and Standards Laboratory (NASL).

Presently at Kansas State University, Department
of Nuclear Engineering, Manhattan, Kansas.

45 L. V. East and R. H. Augustson, LA-4457- MS,
(1970).

During this reporting period the A- l Van de

Graaff was used for (1) assay of small samples of
235

Plutonium and ( U-Th)C, mixtures from the New

Brunswick Laboratory, (2) development of nonde-

structive assay techniques applied to power reac-

tor fuel elements, (3) assay of experimental Rover

reactor fuel rods and Rover scrap material and (4)

testing and calibration of He-recoil neutron pro-

portional counters.

As already indicated, a number of improve-

ments have been made to maximize the effectiveness

of Group A - l ' s 3-MeV high-current Van de Graaff

accelerator as a versatile neutron interrogation

source for nondestructive assay of fissionable ma-

terials. Measures have been taken to reduce back-

grounds in the target area, to improve beam posi-
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tion stability at the target, to permit use of in-

creased target current, and to simplify maintenance

operations in order to improve the overall effi-

ciency of the facility. These improvements are

described below in somewhat more detail.

Increased Target Area Shielding

The shielding walls of the accelerator tar-

get area were increased from 18 to 36 inches thick-

ness; the target area has been roofed over with 18

inches of concrete, and the 2-ft thick by 10-ft high

wall between the accelerator and the target area

hasbeen raised to 17 ft, the height of the new ceil-

ing for the target area. Exterior and interior views

of the new target area are shown in Fig. 24.

Fig. 24. Exterior (upper photo) and interior (lower
photo) views of the A- 1 Van de Graaff target-area,
including 2-ft-thick shield walls and 18-inoh-thick
overhead shielding.

With the new shielding, it is now possible to
12operate the accelerator at maximum output of 10

9 10
Be(d, n) B neutrons/second. Furthermore, the

ambient neutron background in the target area b'-.s

been reduced by a factor of three, and the accele-

rator-induced neutron background (neutrons leaking

from the accelerator area to the target area) has

been cut by a factor of twenty. These background

improvements made the delayed neutronyieid meas-

urements with D(d, n) He neutrons feasible and

improved considerably the ability to assay small

quantities of fissile materials, inventory verifica-
7 7

tion samples etc. , using Li(p, n) Be neutrons for

interrogation.

Mechanical Beam ShutterA rotating mechanical beam shutter, shown

in Fig, 25, has been installed in the beam line.

This shutter is synchronized with the pre-existing

electrostatic post-acceleration pulsing system in

order to increase the target beam on-to-off ratio

over that obtainable by use of the electrostatic sys-

tem above.

Fig. 25. Mechanical beam shutter shown installed
in the horizontal beam line of the Van de Graaff
accelerator system at the LASL Nondestructive
Assay and Standards Laboratory.

46 M. S. Krick and A. E. Evans, LA-4523-MS,
p.. 15 (1970).
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The shutter is an 11-in. diameter aluminum

disc with two diametrically-opposite 90* slots which

provide an open path for the beam 50% of the time.

A light and photodiode are arranged to sense the

opening and closing of the shutter; the resulting

signals are used to trigger appropriate "beam on"

pulses to the electrostatic beam deflector and also

to gate "on" the delayed neutron sealers.

Use of the shutter has resulted in a five-to-

tenfold reduction in target "dark current" and a

fifteen-fold reduction in dark-current variations

which were seriously limiting the reproducibility

of small-sample assays. This improvement, to-

gether with the extra target-area shielding and the

automatic beam-centering system described below

make possible the assay of small quantities of fis-

sile material with a precision of ± 1 milligram of
^ 1 "i 2T 9

V or ± 3 milligrams of Pu. The overall ef-

fect of these improvements is indeed quite impres-

sive as shown by the "before and after" comparison

in Table XVI.
Automatic Beam Centering

2'T order to provide maximum sensitivity in

the assay of small samples, the samples must be

be placed as close as possible (~ 10 cm) to the tar-

get. At this distance, beam "wandering" across

the target surface would cause unacceptable flux

variations at the sample position. The need for a
2

large beam area (10 cm ) to spread the ^ 1 kW of

bearn power over the surface of the fragile lithium

targets being used for fissile assay precludes the

use of small collimators to fix beam position. To

solve this problem an electronic beam sensing and

positioning system was built. The beam position

is sensed by probes arranged to form a 1-in. square

aperture in front of the target. Currents on oppos-

ing probes are fed to a difference amplifier which

in turn controls the current to a small beam steer-

ing magnet. Two such systems are used to control

vertical and horizontal beam position.

TABLE XVI

A-l VAN DK GRAAFF
T A H C J [•: T - A H K A C11A H AC T K H IS TIC S

Compar i son of t a r g e t - a r e a backgrounds in the post-
acce l e ra t ion pulsed mode, (100 milli.soc total p e r -
iod, 40-10-50 beam-wai t -coun t cycle before adding
shutter, 35-15-35-15 beam-wait-count-wait cycle
with the mechanical shutter) before and after in-
stallation of new target-area shielding, mechanical
beam shutter and carbon reflector around target
and samples.

Target-Area
Configuration
(counts/sec)

Source "Before" ''After"

Ambient background
Leakage from

accelerator room

2. 1 0 .5

1. 2 ± 0.5 0.0

Target dark current 2. 0 to 4. 0 0. 38 ± 0. 13

Total background 5. 0 to 7.5 0. 9 ± 0. 15

132 240

0.038 0.004

235Count rate, 1 g U

Total background,
g 23 5 u equivalent

Background variation, ± 0. 009
g 235u equivalent

± 0.0006

40(Jiamp average current of 2. 35-MeV protons in-
cident on a 2 ir.g/cm2 lithium target in both cases.

Slab detector located 15 cm in front of Li target.

Target Beam Scanner

An electromagnetic scanning system has

been constructed to spread theionbeam over a 1-in.

diam circle at the plane of the target. This method

of spreading the beam has proved superior to merely

defocusing the quadruple lens betveen the analyzing

magnet and the target: the latter producedtoo much

beam "halo" outside the desired beam area, with

attendant background and vacuum problems.

The scanning system consists of two unsyn-

chronized (40-75Hz) oscillators driving a pair of

low-impedance steering coils. The ressultant sweep

is a non-stationary Lisajous pattern which covers
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the desired target area quite uniformly, as evi-

denced by target erosion patterns.

Vacuum .System Improvements

Vacuum cold traps supplied with the accele-

rator were intended for use with dry ice. Filling

these traps with liquid nitrogen improved vacu im,

but when a trap was overfilled, the top gasket on

the trap would freeze, causing a massive vacuum

leak. New trap wells were designed which would

eliminate this hazard and would at the same time

reduce liquid-nitrogen consumption. Use of the

new wells has indeed cut liquid-nitrogen consump-

tion in half, reducing trap servicing to a once-

weekly filling of two KiO-liter feed dewars.

A built-in vacuum roughing system has been

installed to speed up servicing of vacuum compo-

nents and the accelerator tank, and to reduce the

introduction of oil vapor into the accelerator tank

during roughout. The new roughing system has im-

proved operational efficiency and vacuum-system

cleanliness and should lengthen the life of the high-

voltage column and accelerator tube.
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